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Ultrasoundlmaging:An Overview
By using a beam of ultrasound,it is possib/e to look at
organsand othersfrucfuresinsidethe humanbody without
breakingthe skin.
by H. Edward Karrer and Arthur M. Dickey
HAT IS AN ULTRASOUND IMAGE? An image
is a reproduction or imitation of the form of
something. A major thrust of modern technology
in the past century has been to enhance or complement
the capability of the human sensory system with new imaging modalities. Examples that come to mind include the
optical telescope,radar, sonar, infrared, and X-ray imaging
systems,
The imaging process consists of two parts. First is the
illumination of the objects to be imaged by some radiation.
This radiation interacts with the object by means of reflection, absorption, or scattering. The second step is a reconstruction of the energy received from these interactions to
form an image of the object.
The primary goal of medical imaging systems is to "see"
inside the human body noninvasively. Our eyes are not
useful for this since biological tissue is largely opaque to
visible light. Fortunately, other forms of radiation like Xrays, some nuclear particles, and ultrasound readily pass
through and interact with tissue.
Ultrasound brings several useful capabilities to medical
imaging. An ultrasound image represents the mechanical
properties of the tissue (i.e., parameters such as density
and elasticity). Most people can immediately recognize
common anatomical structures in an ultrasound image
since the organ boundaries and fluid-to-tissue interfaces
are easily discerned. This mechanical information complements the results of other imaging techniques, such asX-ray
imaging, which displays X-ray absorption.
The ultrasound imaging processcan be done in real time.
This means that the viewer can follow rapidly moving
structures such as the heart without motion distortion.
Also, it allows the operator to move the small handheld
transducer probe over the surface of the patient's body to
select the proper view in an interactive way.
Ultrasound appears to be one of the safest diagnostic
imaging techniques. It does not use ionizing radiation like
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Physlcal Prlnclples
Ultrasound generally refers to sound that has a frequency
or pitch above the range of human hearing. Sound waves
in human tissue are compressional (longitudinal) waves.
These waves consist of repetitive or periodic regions of
local compression and rarefaction which propagate
through a medium at some velocity v. The spacingbetween
successive regions of compression is called the acoustic
wavelength )r. These parameters are related by the expression v:flt, where v is the velocity in meters/second,f is
the frequency in hertz, and )r is the wavelength in meters.
Becauseit is not possible to resolve objects smaller than a
wavelength, it is desirable to image at the highest possible
frequency (smallestwavelength) to get the bestresolution.
The most common mode of ultrasound imaging is the
reflection or pulse echo mode, The analogy to radar is valid.
A short burst of acoustic energy is directed into the body
and the reflected energy is received at a later time. Different
tissues reflect acoustic energy depending on their characteristic acoustic impedance. This impedance is defined by
the expressionZ: pv, where Z is the acoustic impedance
in rayls, p is the density of the tissue in kilograms/cubic
meter, and v is the velocitv in meters/second.
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X-ray and hence is used routinely for fetal and obstetrical
imaging. There have been many studies done on the possible biological side effects of ultrasound on tissue and none
has shown any harmful effectsduring clinical examination.
Areas where ultrasound imaging is particularly useful
include cardiac structures, the vascular system, the fetus
and uterus, abdominal organs such as the liver, kidneys,
and gall bladder, and the eye. However, ultrasound cannot
be used to image all portions of the body. Air pockets, for
instance, are excellent reflectors of ultrasound and limit
the penetration of sound into the lungs and bowels. Bone
highly attenuates ultrasound, which makes imaging the
adult brain through the skull difficult.
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Fig. 1. Phased-arrayoperation ot

ultrasoundimaging system.By
"" anvarying
:"tllo,lu'
"'3",
the delay r,for each transducer element electronically, the
direction of the outgoing ultrasound pulse can be steered and
the array can be dynamically
focused on the returning echoes.
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As the ultrasound pulse passesfrom one tissue type to
another, a portion of it is reflected in a way analogous to
reflection from a discontinuity on an electric transmission
line. For instance, when a pulse crossesthe boundary between muscle tissue (Z:7.7 x 106 rayls) and blood
(Z:7.6x106 rayls), about 0.1% of the acoustic energy is
reflected. This echo is used to createthe image of the bloodmuscle interface. The rest of the pulse propagates across
the interface and continues into the body to image deeper
structures.
The ultrasound pulse is transmitted and received with
a piezoelectric transducer. The piezoelectric material is a
polycrystalline ceramic which converts an electrical signal
into acoustic energy and vice versa. This transducer is the
source and eye of the imaging system. It is usually placed
directly on the skin surface.
As the ultrasound pulse propagates through the body,
its acoustic intensity is attenuated with propagation distance. The acoustic attenuation also increases with frequency. A typical attenuation coefficient for soft tissue is
1 dB/cm/\{Hz. When imaging a structure that is 10 cm deep
in the body at 3.5 MHz, the round-trip attenuation is 70
dB. This is an easily detectablesipal when using clinically
acceptable transmitter powers. Note that at 10 MHz the
round-trip attenuation would be 200 dB. This points out
a basic tradeoff in ultrasound imaging; as the frequency is
increased to resolve finer structures, only shallow structures can be imaged. Typically, 2.5 to 3.5 MHz is used for
deep abdominal imaging, 5 MHz is used for organs near
the surface and in pediatric work, and 5 to 15 MHz is
reserved for "small parts" imaging such as the thyroid,
testicles, peripheral vascular vessels, and the eye.
Other structures can also interact with ultrasound, giving
different tissues different textures. Objects much smaller
than a wavelength cause Rayleigh scattering. This diffuse
scattering depends on the fourth power of the frequency
and the ultrasound pulse tends to scatter uniformly in all
directions. Images made at higher frequencies tend to appear more "filled in" becauseof this effect. If an object is
much larger than a wavelength, it becomes a specular reflector and acts much like a mirror.
Ultrasound lmaglng Systems
B or brightness mode scanning is the most common type
of ultrasound imaging. A B scan is a view of a cross-sectional slice through the object. A nanow pencil beam of
ultrasound is swept through a sector to define the scan
plane. The beam is formed from bursts of ultrasound. The
repetition rate of ultrasound pulse generation is selected
so that the transmitted pulse has time to travel to the

deepest target and back again before the next pulse is
launched. The pulse is assumed to travel in a straight line
at a constant velocity, a good assumption in soft tissue. As
the pulse propagates into the body along any scan line,
echoesare generatedwhich travel back to the receiver. these
echoes vary in intensity acording to the type of tissue or
body structure causing them. This data is presented on a
cathode-ray-tube [CRT) display in which the brightness
(hence the term B mode) depends on the echo strength.
This image can be formed in real time since it takes only
260 ps for ultrasound to travel 20 cm into the body and
return. If the display frame rate is 30 frames per second,
125 lines can be displayed in the image.
Ultrasound imaging systems differ in the way that the
sector scan is implemented. A single transducer can be
mechanically rocked or pivoted to createa sector scan. The
phased-anay approach uses a stationary anay of many
small transducers which are electronically controlled to
steerand focus the beam.This concept is shown in Fig. 1.
In effect, the phased array acts like an acoustic lens with
electronically variable focal length. Assume that a region
of tissue at location O has reflected a small amount of an
incident short pulse of ultrasound. The echo reacheseach
transducer element (TJ along the array at a different time
depending on the position of O. Variable time delay elements (rj in series with each transducer element are
rapidly varied under computer control to bring the electrical pulses generatedby the echoesreceived at each transducer element into coincidence at the summing junction.
For instance, if the object is on the axis of symmetry of
the transducer array, but is far away, the returning echo
wavefronts are essentially planar and the time delays are
set equal. If the object is off-axis at some angle 0 in the far
field, the time delays must be linearly varied across the
array aperture for coherent addition at the summing junction. When the object is close to the array, as shown in Fig.
1, the approaching wavehonts are more curved and the
delay distribution acrossthe array is more nearly parabolic.
Changing the individual transducer delays to accommodate
the curvature of the wavefronts is called dynamic focusing
and is necessary to achieve maximum resolution in the
near field of the army.
In a similiar manner, the outgoing ultrasound pulse can
be directed to a desired location. By varying the time at
which each element of the transducer array is excited by
the transmitter, the direction in which the ultrasound
pulses generated by each element coherently add to form
one pulse can be changed from one side of the axis to the
other. This is called beam steering.

Flg.2. Blockdiagramol a basic
ultrcsoundimagingsystemus,ng
a phased-array
transducet.
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History of I{P's Ultrasound System
by John T. Hart
R&D Manager, Andovet Division

When asked to reviewthe ultrasoundproject trom a historicalperspective,I decided
to recountthe highlightsfrom what I think is the perspectiveot the people working on
it. I hope to convey lhe sense of achievementand somelimesdisillusionmentthat we
all fell.
When Ed Karrer'sgroup at HP Laboratories(HPL)tmk up the challengeof building
a phased-arraysystem a number ot years ago, none expected that the HP 770204
would be the result. Dave Perozsk, now general manager ol the Andover Division,
providedthe initialliaisontorthe division,and Dr. RichardPoppfrom StanfordUniversity
Hospital providgd the clinical guidance. Many layers ol the onion had to be removed
before we met our performancegoal. The first system was improvised,and occupied
half lhe area ol a large rmm, but the reactionto the images was genuine excitement.
On the TV scrsn was a picture ot John Larson'sbeating heart. That was the impetus
to tom a section at the Andover Divisionto develop the technology and build a new
oroduct line.
Whilethe tirst images provided a very real likeness,they were overlayedwith "ghost"
imagss.This arlilact was caused by grating lobes,in turn caused by sparsetransducer
array spacing, since there were only 16 elements.To eliminatethis, it was necessary
to have 64 elements in the transducer, spaced one half wavelengthapart. This was
discouragingbecause it was just tm costly to have that many receiverchannels,each
with its own delay line. Fortunately,however, Sam Maslak had designed a mixing
capability intothe lirst system which would allow smalltime delays to be approximated
by phase shifts. In two months, it was tried and found to work. lt was possible to build
a 8l-element system at reasonablecost and eliminatethe grating lobes causing the
ghost images.
It was at this Fpint that the promise ot a high-perfomance cardiology system at
substaniially lower cost became apparent. There were a few realtime ultrasound
systems in the marketplace at that time which clearly demonstratedthe advantages
of rsal-timoultrasound,but they were expensive and the picture quality was lar trom
ootimal. Wth lots ot detorminationand the oromise ol a real advance. we undertook
a joint HPL/AndoverDivisionetfort to build a new system.
The initial Andover organizationwas small. Arthur Dickey was prcject manager for
ths scanner,transducsr and scan converler.Larry Banks was responsiblefor system
integrationand control. As the prcject grew in size, Jim Fearnsidetmk on the task of
managingthe transducerdevelopment,Ray O'Connellthe display and scan converter,
and Tony Vallancelhe system sottware.I was the section manager.
Sam Maslakworked with thg scanner tsam lo design the beam steeringelectronics.
microprocessorinstead
Thiswasto bedriven by HP'scustom16-bitsilicon-on-sapphire
ot the original minicomputer.HPL had to carry the ball in developing the &-element
transducer as Andover had neitherthe facilitiesnor the expertiseto do it. The highest
prioritywas to dsvslop ths scannerand transducer,becausethat was where the basic
improvemsnl in image quality would be derived. Also, our theories had to be tested
in practice. After considerablework, there was initialsuccess, mixed with more disappointment.The images shffied that the grating lobes were eliminated,but the images
were filled with clutter and had lower rssolutionthan expected.
The solutionrequiredextensivereshapingol the acoustic beam. eliminationof spurious transducer modes, and caretul control ot the frequency spr).Jrum.Hugh Larsen
and Rick Psring were able to model the design parametersancj calculate the new
design constraints.Art Dickey and Ron Gatzke rose to the challenge, squeezing out
significantpertormanceimprovementsin the scanner,while Bob McKnight was given
the difficult assignmentof optimizing the video processing chain. Jim Fearnsideand
John Larson providgd some innovalive solutionsto our transducer problems, while
Dave Miller contributed in the complex area ol acoustic lens design.
The image quality got anothsr boost from Hugh Larsen and Steve Leavitt who
invsntsd the B-Theta scan conversion algorithm. Barry Hunt joined in this effort at a
latertime and made signilicantcontributions.This scheme makesit possibleto achieve
artifacltree reconstructionol the ultrasound image in television video output. The
Nyquist criterion as it relates to the acoustic line density indicated that this could be
achievsd, but up until this time all real-timesector ultrasoundimages were plagued
with a steppy orjagged appearancebecauseolthe necessarilysimpleapproximations
made in calculatinga picture "on the fly." The 770204 system demonstratesa display
in which such discontinuitiesare almost imDerceotible.

In practice, the transmit and receive functions are separate. Consider the events necesscrryto generateone line of
the image. First, a set of ultrasound pulses is launched
so as to provide a coherent wavefront along a given scan
direction. This beam is focused at midrange. As the transmitted wavefront propagatesinto the body, it is scattered
by objects along the scan line and echoes start returning
to the array. In the receive mode, the array continuously

In parallelwiththis effortto improveimagequality,PeteRhoads,in chargeot industrial
design, and Larry Banks were subjecting the package design and human interface
to clinical trials. Here, the 60-Hz CBT display and the peripheraldevices such as the
video cassette recorder and the stripchartrecorder presenteda particularlyimportant
challenge, because lhe images that the user sees must come through all of these
devices. lt turned out that none ol these problems was easy to solve, because the
eye is amaingly sensitiveto even the slightest inaccuracy in gray scale or position.
John Dukes at HPL had discovered some ofthe gray-scalemapping problems in the
earlier HPL system and had done some preliminarywoIk to quantify these complex
problems. Al Tykulsky, assisled by Jan Accenura, woked out the problems in the
60-Hz display. Steve Leavitt,Jim Mniece, and later Alwyn D'Sa solved the problems
in the digital video interfaces.Jim Conrad and later Rich Jundanian worked out the
interfacesinvolved in putting images on the stripchart recorder.
The human interfacealso receiveda greal deal of atlentionduring the clinical trials.
Withinthe 770204, there are multiple 16-bit microprocessors,each operating its own
subsystem.lt is importantin a clinical environmentthat the operation be obvious and
natural,and that the system recover from errors easily. This presented a significant
challengeto the sottwaredesign teams. Joe Luszcz and Bill Koppes made significant
contributions to the overall sltware system design and the implementationol an
etlective and reliablerealtime operating system. Definitionand implementationof the
scan converter architecturewas done by Dave Hempstead,while definitionand implementationot the scanner sollware was done by Al Langguth and Bob Kunz. The
high-speed communicationof data between these subsystemsrequired caretul delinition oI architectureand communicationprotocols and was an excellent example of
the cooperativeteam etfort that characterizedthe project.
Testing and servicing the 770204 System were equally complex and challenging
because so many new technologieswere b€ing introduced simultaneously.Radhu
Basu, Tom James, and laterTony Vallanceand Al Langgutheach made real contributions to the tesl plan and in managing its implementation.Tony Fisher designed an
innovativeautomatic transducer test system lor beam plots and individual element
characterization,permittingthe manutactureol consistentlyhigh-qualitytrandsucers.
Gary Seaveyand Tom Szaboworked out many ofthe problemsinvolvedin characterizing lhe lransmitled acoustic power. This is especially important, since the "object"
under examinationis a human being.
Continuedwork has further improved system performancesince its initial introduction. Several 3.5-[/Hz and s.o-N,lHztransducers, which significantlyimprove image
quality, have been added to the product line. Ouartetrwavemalching technology has
been developedto;ncrease transducersensitivity,permittingthese probes to be used
on most patients.Jim Fearnside,Dave Miller,and Jerry Leach played the key roles in
developing these transducers. Tom Szabo developed a more accurate model for
transducer elements which speeded up the development ol lhese transducers and
gave us a tool that accuratelypredicts the performanceof new transducer configurations.
Bon Gatzke'sscanner group, notably Rick Snyder,Syd Karp, and Jim Conrad, gave
image qualityanotherboost by increasingthe numberof transmittersto 64 and reshaping the beam and the gray scale. A new image processing team, headed by Paul
Nragnin,has been chartered to lind even more ways to improve the very important
parameterol image quality.
Along with higherperformance,a broader range of peripheralsand systemenhancements such as Rachel Kinicki'squantitiativecardiac and obstetric analysispackages
have provided a high-perfomance, attractive,mobile, and easy-to-usesystem.
Therewere many others withoutwhom the project could not have been completed.
In all, there were well over 100 people actively involved, including the printed circuit
design and tabricationteams and lhe manufacturingengineerswho were engaged in
the design and developmentol the processes and the product.
The HPL and Andover Divisiondevelopmentteams have design6d the highest-per
tormance cardiology ultrasoundsystem availabletoday, and perhaps more important,
have pul into place a solid base of technologyand applicationunderstandingon which
we can extend the use ol diagnostic ultrasoundinto new areas ol health care.

changes its focus as echoesare received from successively
deeper regions. This dynamic focusing process allows.an
array with an aperture of 2 cm to have a varying depth of
focus from 2Io 2O cm.
Resolution is the ability to separatesmall objects in the
scan plane visually. It has three components:range resolution (along a scan line), azimuth resolution (perpendicular to a scan line within the plane of the sector scan), and
5
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elevation resolution (the thickness of the sector scan slice).
The rangeresolution is determined by the ultrasound pulse
length. A shorter pulse gives higher resolution. The pulse
length is primarily determined by the system bandwidth.
Two targets 0.75 mm apart in range can be resolved with
a 1-ps ultrasound pulse (3 cycles at 3.5 MHz).
The resolution in the azimuth direction depends on the
anay aperture (length of the arrayJ and the acoustic
wavelength )t. The principles are the same as for an optical
telescope.High azimuth resolution is achieved with a large
aperture and a short wavelength. Dynamic focusing optimizes the azimuth resolution of the imaging system.
A block diagram for a generalultrasound imaging system
is shown in Fig. 2. The transmitter excites the transducer
elements with short electric pulses so that a burst of ultrasound is generated.The returning echoesare applied to
a variable-gain stagein the receiver called a time gain compensation (TGC)amplifier. This amplifier increasesits gain
with time, thus compensating for tissue attenuation as
echoescome from deeper regions of the body. In a phased-

array system, each element of the transducer has its own
TGC amplifier. The beam former combines the outputs of
the individual receiver channels by using variable time
delay and phase adjustment to bring the received signals
into coincidence and hencebring an object into focus. Since
the received echoes have a very wide dlmamic range, the
signal processing stageuses signal level compression. For
instance, when imaging the heart, the strong echo from the
posterior wall of the left ventricle can be 50 dB greater than
the diffuse echoes from the endocardial tissue. This data
must be compressed to be compatible with the 25-dB
dlmamic range of normal CRT displays. The compressed
signal is then converted from analog to digital form so that
an entire image frame can be stored in the memory of the
digital scan converter. The digital scan converter changes
the scan format from a sector display to a conventional
television raster scan. It also permits digital postprocessing
of the images. These various activities-the transmitter,
TGC amplifier, beam former, scan converter, and displayare coordinated under microprocessor control.

An UltrasoundlmagingSystem
Thisinstrument
viewstheinternalorgansandfissues of the
humanbody in real time by directinga beam of short
ultrasoundpulses into the body and then receivingand
process/n
g theacousticechoesto forma displayedimage.
by LawrenceW Banks
HE TIP 77O2OAULTRASOUND IMAGING SYSTEM
{Fig. r) is a real-time phased-array imaging system
offering a 90osector image constructed with a polarto-rectangular conversion algorithm that minimizes ab
tifacts in the image. The operator can select either a sectoronly display or a small-sector display with one or two
M-mode traces. The system provides the operator with a
variety of capabilities which include stop action, hard-copy
reproduction, and quantitative analysis.
Product Goals
Developing a system of this size and complexity requires
a clearly defined list of goals. From several marketing
studies came these five: real-time imaging, phased-array
architecture, high image quality, mobility, and easeof use.
Without the ability to image and display in real time (30
Hz), the system would not address the needs of the cardiologist to visualize the heart, especially its valves. Although not required in radiology applications, real-time
scanning increasesthe speed of the examination and leads
to better and more cost-effective diagnosis.
The second goal was a phased-arrayelectronic architec-
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ture. Of the three basic real-time imaging technologies,
mechanical, linear, and phased-anay, the last is the most
complex, but allows the most versatility and combines the
advantages of the other two. Phased-array systems use a
small and reliable transducer that can transmit and receive
acoustic energy through the space between the ribs. This
gives a sector format with a large field of view, allowing
the full adult heart to be imaged.
The most elusive and hardest to define goal was image
quality. Although easy to quantify from engineering concepts of acoustic beamwidth, signal-to-noise ratio, pulse
length, etc., defining what a doctor "sees" is far more difficult. In fact, different types of doctors such as cardiologists and radiologists view images differently.
In 1976, state-of-the-artultrasound systems were either
early attempts at real-time systemswith limited image quality or brightness (B) scanners.The images from these systems looked very different and yet together satisfied the
needs of doctors at that time. Our goal was to exceed the
image quality of the single-frame B scanners and improve
the features of the real-time systems.
Most systemsavailable during this period were large and

Fig. 1. HP Model77020AUltrasoundlmagingSystemprovides both M-modeand two-dimensional
sectorscans of
humantissuefor cardiac,obstetric,andabdominalexaminations.Thesystemis mountedon a mobilecartin a configuration for rapid and easyuse.
difficult to move throughout the hospital. To allow use in
intensive care and coronary care units, Ihe 77O2OAhad to
be small and mobile, the fourth goal.
An easy-to-usesystemis also important in medical applications, This became the fifth major goal. Many systems
were "stacks of boxes" with controls scatteredeverywhere.
The 77O2OAcentralizesall controls on panelssurrounding
the display, allowing the diagnosticianto concentrateon
the diagnostic information in the image rather than on these
controls.
To guarantee that the system would be easy to use, all
hard-copy, display, and storagemodules have matching
gray-scaleimages, This requires proper gamma correction
for eachmedium. Although a simple concept,many copies
can be wasted trying to get a good hard copy of the video
image on the monitor. Slight differences in gray-scale
linearity can subtly but significantly changethe appearance
of the image.
To guaranteefriendliness,the systemwas designedfrom
the outside in. The human interfaces,including display
formats and control panels,peripheral locations,size, and
weight were all determined based upon human rather than
technical requirements. Although this made the engineering requirementsmore difficult, it helped solvethe doctor's
problem.

System Controls
The 77O2OASystemis controlledby the operatorthrough
three control panels.The vertical panel to the right of the
display contains the controls needed for normal imaging
and peripheralcontrol. The sectorimagingcontrolsinclude
the major controls for generatingthe ultrasound image. The
TGC (time gain compensation)controlsusedto compensate
for the acoustic attenuation of the human body allow the
operator to optimize the image by adjusting the gain of the
receivers for different depths.
The TRANSMIT
and COMPRESSion
knobs control the transmitted power of the systemand the video compressionof
the image.The DEPTHselectoradjuststhe maximum imaging depth to 4, B, 72, 76, 2O, or 24 cm, while the SPEED
selector allows an M-mode trace speed of 10, 25, 50, or
100 mm/s on both the display and the stripchart recorder.
The final imaging control is the FREEZEbutton used to
store the current image in the digital scan converter's memory.
M-mode imaging along a selectedsector display line is
controlled by the group of controls in the lower center of
the vertical panel. The paddle switches in the center of the
M-MODE
area select the particular acoustic line. Two lines
can be displayed at once (M1 and M2). The center paddle
switch allows any B-cm segment of the two lines to be
selectedas an M-mode"zoom." The M-mode imageformat
is selectedby two pushbuttons which toggle the M-mode
traces on and off.
The pushbuttons at the top of the vertical panel control
the various peripherals.The CAMERA
button takesa picture
on the video camera. The FRAMEbutton freezes an image
and then sendsthe frozen imageto the stripchart recorder.
The TAPEbutton enablesthe video cassetterecorder'srecord function. The CHARTbutton runs the stripchart recorder for normal operationin M-mode. The CHART,TAPE,
and rRAMEfunctions arerepeatedon a footswitch,allowing
hands-off control of these functions.
The setup controls hidden under a door (shown open in
Fig. 1) at the bottom of the panel are used to customizethe
system for a particular image. The two SECTORswitches
set up the system for the type of organ being imaged. The
VIDEOswitch allows either white on black (wB) or black
on white (Brw)imaging. The PRE-PROCessing
switch allows
a choice of four different analogvideo processingoptions.
The POST-PROcessing
switch selects four different digital
gray-scale processing options. The TESTswitch and fivedigit hexadecimaldisplay are used for the internal resident
test software.
The horizontal panel below the display contains all the
necessarycontrols to annotate the image during real-time
scanning, play back the image from a video cassette recorder (VCR), trigger the image from an ECG waveform,
and analyze the image. The alphanumeric keyboard is used
to enter patient ID and other data onto the image.
The controls available on the horizontal panel to configure the system or analyze images are generally used when
the patient is not being scanned. The left part of the panel
includes a joystick to allow the operator to measurelengths,
areas, and volumes of two-dimensional images, and
heights, times, and slopes of M-mode traces.The V and A
buttons selectwhich end of the cursor is enabledfor move-
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Quantitative Analysis for Ultrasound Imaging
by Rachel M. Kinicki

It is often necessaryto supplementthe qualitativeanatomical
and functionalinformationobtainedduring an ultrasoundexaminationwith ouantitativemeasurementsand derivedcalculations.
Since cardiologistsand obstetricians,in particular,rely heavily
on quantitativeinformationobtainedfrom ultrasoundimages,two
analysispackages were added to the HP 770204 Ultrasound
lmaging Systemto meet their needs. These packages provide
measurementcapabilityvia the systemcalipersto measuredesired parameters accurately, perform standard calculations
based on these measurements,allow for input of patienthistory
data and comments,and generatea hard-copyreportthat summarizesthe data.
Cardlac Analysis
The ability to assess ventricularfunction is one of the most
importantapplicationsof ultrasoundin cardiology.To distinguish
the leftventricle,in parabnormalfrom normalheartJunctioning,
ticular, is studied thoroughlyusing measurementsand derived
calculations.Lineardimensionssuch as chamberdiameters,wall
thicknesses,and valve separationsare determinedas well as
cross-sectionalchamber areas. Derivedquantities,such as left
ventricularvolume,strokevolume,and cardiacoutput,are calculated from these measurements.
The heart'sleft ventriclepumps blood returningfrom the lungs
to the rest of the body. Changesin left ventricularblood volume
over the heart cycle are an indicationto the cardiologistof the
ventricle'sfunctioningability.M-mode and two-dimensionalimaging techniquesprovide one- and two-dimensionalmeasurequantity.
ments respectively,but volume is a three-dimensional
Much researchhas been done on accuratelycomputingleftventricular volume from these measurementsand this has led to
modelingthe left ventricleas a geometricfigure or combination
of figures.For example,the bulletformulaassumesthe ventricle
is shaped like a combinationot a hemisphereand a cylinder
and the modifiedSimpson'srule formulaassumesthe shape is
a combinationof a cylinder,a truncatedcone, and a cone. The
cardiac analysispackage oftersthe operatora choice of six of
the most acceptedtechniquesfor calculatingleftventricularvolume.

Fig. 1. Obstelric analysispackage measurementmenu with
fetal biparietaldiametermeasurcmentstored.
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Obstetric Analysls
The obstetricianuses ultrasoundas a tool to determinefetal
viabilityand to monitorfetal development.The gestationalsac
can be identifiedwith ultrasoundby the end ot the fifthmenstrual
week (fetalgestationalage is most oftencomputedfrom the first
day of the mother's last menstrual period). By the seventh
menstrualweek, the fetus can be recognizedand a pulsating
heart can be seen. As the fetus develops, ultrasoundreveals
fetal anatomy,placentadevelopment,and uterinestructure.
Much researchhas been done to correlatefetal anatomical
dimensionswith fetal age and weight. Fetal age determination
is probably the most important informationavailable to the
obstretriciansince it ls used to detect normalversus abnormal
growth.One of the most accurateultrasoundtechniquesfor determiningtetal age ls to measurethe fetal crown-rumplengthin
the firsttrimesterof pregnancywhen biologicalvariationbetween
fetuses is usuallysmall. The crown-rumplength is the longest
lengthof the fetusexcludingthe limbs.Severalresearchershave
measuredthis lengthwhen the gestationalage was known and
have establishedtables or formulasthat can be used to verify
age from this measurement.In the second and third trimesters,
the crown-rumplengthbecomestoo largeto be completelyseen,
so measurementssuch as the fetal biparietal(head) diameter
and femur length are used to determinefetal age. These meacan be used
surements,togetherwithabdominalmeasurements,
to estimatefetalweight and to investigatethe possibilityof intrauterine growth retardationwhich may indicatethat the fetus is
not receivingproper nourishment.
Analysis Packages
Two philosophiesof how analysispackagesshouldwork were
discussedwhen designingthe on-lineanalysispackagesfor the
77O2OA.The first approach can be called the walk{hrough
method; the operator is prompted for all measurementsin a
predeterminedsequenceand must eithermake each measurement or skip over it beforecontinuingwith the next.The second
philosophyis to allowfree{orm input of measurementdata.This
methodallowsthe operatorto input measurementsin any order.
It is the operator'sresponsibilityto enter all of the necessary

Fig.2. Sample edit report for obstetric analysispackage.

measurementsduring the course of the study. The HP analysis
packages are implementedusing the philosophyof free{orm
measurementinput.Althoughthe walk-throughmethodmight be
better for inexperiencedoperators,it can be very frustratingto
the experiencedoperatorwho prefers to make measurements
in a logical (perhaps anatomical)order that differs from the
package measurementorder. This frustration is particularly
noticeablein obstretricssince the fetus is oftenquite activeand
good images for measurementsare not easy to obtain in any
detined order. The analysispackages are also availableduring
video tape playback so freeJorm input helps to eliminateunnecessarytape searching that would be required to tind the
currentmeasurementasked for by the walk{hrough method.
The operatorgains access to the quantitativemeasurement
packages by pressing the AIitALYstskey on the 77020A's
keyboard.Upon enteringANALYSIS
mode, a menu is presented
to the operatorwhich associatesa measurementnumber with
the measurementname and identifiesthe special functionkeys
(see Fig. 1). An operatorprompt messaee,SEL:I, is also printed
on the screen. To store a measurementas analysis package
data, the operatorpositionsthe systemcalipersby pressingthe
CALIP2 key and using the loystick,and then typing the number
associatedwith the measurement.When the numericalkey is
typed, the systemstoresthe value indicatedby the calipersinto
memory as one value for that parameterand the value is displayed on the screen below the caliper values.Severalvalues
for each measurementcan be stored and the averageof these
is used by the system when performingthe analysispackage
calculations.
After measurementsare made, the operator presses the
APPROVE
key. The display is cleared and the operator is presented with the analysispackage edit report (see Fig. 2). This
reportcontainspatientidentification,time and date, patienthistory,all storedmeasurementsand theiraverages,the configured
calculations,and comments.A menu of commands gives the
operatorthe abilityto modify the reportas needed.
Two sections of the edit report are reserved for qualitative
informationabout the patient and the examination.The oatient
historysectionof the reportcontainsconfigurableprompt headings followedby enoughspace to insertthe appropriateintormation. This section containsrelevantpatient informationsuch as
age, height, and weight. The EDITHtSToRymenu command is
used to add or modifythe valuesassociatedwith each heading.
The COMMENTS
menu commandcan be used to enterthree lines
of text summarizingthe findingsfor this particularpatient.
The quantitativeinformationis summarizedin the measurement
and calculationsectionsof the edit reoort.These sectionsare

ment with the joystick (see Fig. 1 on page 8). The paddle
switch changes the size of a displayed ellipse and allows
measurement of an irrea or volume (the ellipse rotated
around the cursor axis).
The GALlPer2 key freezesthe current set of measurements
and enables a second set. After the second set is enabled,
the CALIP2 button toggles between the two sets, leaving
both lines or ellipses on the screen.ANALYSIS
allows image
analysis using the internal obstetric or cardiac analysis
software (seearticle on pageB).SETTlttlEallows the internal
calendar clock to be set to the current date and time. This
data, along with all other setup data, is stored during
power-down conditions in nonvolatile RAM.
SECTOR
SIZEswitches the size of the sectoron the monitor
from normal to large, allowing the diagnostician to see
more detail in the image. CONFputs the system into a con-

dependent upon one another since the calculatedvalues are
computed by the ultrasoundsystemfrom the appropriateaverage measurementvalues. When the operator selects the ED|T
MEASURE
command, the operator can add, modify, or delete
measurements as needed. Any edited measurements are
marked with an asteriskto indicatethat the value was manually
enteredand not measuredby the system.Whenthe operatoris
finishededitingmeasurements,
the measurementaveragesand
calculationsare recomputedand redisplayed.
The operatormay wish to edit the calculationvaluesfor several
reasons.Calculationsthat are irrelevantfor the current oatient
can be deleted. The operator may wish to use a calculation
formulathat is unavailablein theobstetricpackage;editingallows
the operatorto computethe value and type it in the appropriate
space manually.In the cardiac package, a differentvolume algorithmcan be selectedfor the calculationif the operatorfeels
that it is more appropriatefor the currentpatientthan the configmenu command
ured one. Selecting the EDlr cALcuLATloNS
allows the operatorto edit the calculationvalues or change a
volume method.Any edited values are marked to indicatethat
they were edited and not computed by the system.
After any necessaryediting is completed,the operator has
two choices.lf it is feltthat moremeasurementsshouldbe made,
the operatorcan returnto real-timeimagingor tape playbackby
choosingthe IMAGEmenu command.All stored measurements,
history,and commentsare retainedand any new measurements
are appended to the report. lf the operatoris satisfiedwith the
contentsof the edit report,the operatorselectsthe FTNAL
REPoBT
commandfrom the edit reportmenu.The screenis updatedwith
the final version of the report.The final report differs from the
edit reportin thatonlythe averagevaluesfor eachof the measurements are displayed and it is reformattedslightlyfor aesthetic
reasons.No edits can be made to this report.Any of the system
hard-copydevicescan be usedto makecopiesof the f inal report
for filing purposes.
The analysispackagesare complementedby the SYSTEM
CoNFtGURATtoN
command. This command allows the operator to
choose certain system parametersand analysispackage features. Menus are used to conligure the analysispackage features.One menu allowsthe operatorto selectfrom a list of available calculationsthe ones the systemwill performautomatically.
Anothermenuallowsthe operatorto configurethe patienthistory
headingsas appropriatetor the particulardepartmentusing the
analysispackage.The configurationdatafor each analysispackage is storedseparatelyin systemmemoryto allowfor differences
between the two packages

figuration mode, which allows the doctor to customize the
system for the hospital's needs.
System Description
Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of.t}ne77O2OA.
Basedupon
the particular transducer, the depth setting, and whether
M-mode is selected, the pulser and timing section of the
scanner generates64 different transmit pulses, each at the
proper frequency and phase to steer the acoustic beam in
the desired direction. These are amplified by the drivers
to the level determined by the transmit control, and transduced into acoustic energy by the transducer array.
The echoes detected by the transducer have about 115
dB of dynamic range. Displaying this information to the
observer who, at best, has a limited visual dynamic range
of 25 dB, requires much processing.First, the TGC settings
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Fig.2. Block diagram of the 77020A Ultrasound lmaging System.

applied to the 64 preamplifiers window an appropriate
55-dB segmentof the returning signals.This data is then
combined in the phasing delays to generatethe video sigsw
nal. Basedupon the operatorsettingsof the COMPRESS,
GAIN,and PRE-PROC
controls,this video signal is processed
and sent to the stripchart recording interface circuits in
the controller for paper-tracehard copy and to the display
subsystem.
Beforeit is presentedto the display subsystem,this data
can be intercepted by an HP 1000 Computer for analysis
or tissue identification studies. Allowing this to happen
beforescanconversionof the acousticdatagivesthe system
the capabilities of real-time data capture without any of
the data reduction problems that conversion to standard
NTSC/CCIRvideo generates.The raw RF acousticdata can
also be captured.
This data now enters the digital scan converter where it
is converted from the acoustic data's polar coordinatesto
raster-outputCartesiancoordinatesusing a specialconversion algorithm to remap the data (seearticle on page 30).
Stored in a 480 x 640 five-bit display memory and
postprocessed (gray-scalemapped) as selected by the
operator,the data is summed with graphic/characterdata
from the bit map and convertedto video for display on the
high-speed display in the controller, storageon the VCR
for later playback,transmissionto any standardvideo auxiliary device, or transmissionto the video camerafor hardcopy output.
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The high-speed display in the 77900A Controller was
especiallydevelopedfor 60-Hz noninterlaced(flicker-free)
video, gamma-correctedfor the human eye. The controller
is the node for both control and peripheral dataconversion.
All control, hard copy, and storagedata is routed through
this instrument to allow simple, cost-effectiveupdates.The
control panels are also part of the controller.
To allow full gray-scalecontrol of the video playback
from the VCR,the imageis convertedfrom analogto digital
data and read back into the memory. Audio data such as
the doctor'sverbalcommentsor diagnosticheartsounddata
is also stored and played back through this system.
Stripchart recordingof gray-scaledatarequiresa fiberoptic oscillographic recorder. This normally is used for Mmode hard-copy output. When the operatorwishes to add
a full-frame imageto the M-mode stripchartrecording,data
can be routed via the internal HP-IB (IEEE4BB)from the
digital scan converter memory through the controller to
the stripchart recorder.This data is also gamma-corrected
for the dry-silver media used by the recorder so that the
hard-copy image matches the display. The operator also
has the option of adding physiological data such as electrocardiogramsto the image or hard copy for timing and
additional diagnostic information.
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A Physician'sView of Echocardiographic
lmaging
by Richard L. Popp, M.D.
FEW PHYSICIANS ARE INTERESTEDprimarily in
ultrasound, noninvasive imaging, or other applications of technologyto medicine.But most physicians
and health care professionals want medical information
that will help them carefor patients. This majority becomes
interested in an imaging device if it provides new data not
available by other means, more complete or more accurate
data than competing methods, advantagessuch as obtaining data at less risk or less cost to the patient, or more convenience to the patient and/or physician. Ultrasound imaging is attractivebecauseit can satisfyall theseconditions.
One contribution of ultrasound imaging is the ability to
"see" the heart or other structures inside the body without
doing anything potentially dangerous to the patient.
Another feature is the detail with which the anatomy of
soft tissues,such as heart valves and heart walls, are displayed. Heart valves and walls move rapidly and no other
widely available imaging method can show both structure
and motion with such detail as two-dimensional ultrasound imaging (2-D echocardiography).Strictly speaking, I can't say that new conditions or diseaseshave been
discovered by echocardiography,but this method has given
us new information to help explain things we have only
observed about patients in the past. For example, some
patients develop heart failure after heart valve replacement
surgery. Echocardiography is easily performed in the intensive care unit as well as in the laboratory and allows us to
decide if the heart muscle or valve is malfunctioning. We
can also tell if the heart is compressedby fluid accumulating within the chest or if the valve itself has pulled loose.
In this exampleechocardiographyis done rapidly and provides accurate information conveniently.
Clinical Use of Ultrasound lmaging
In general,echocardiographyhas made an important contribution to patient carebecauseit is noninvasive (nothing
need be injected into the body), it can be done without
hospitalizing the patient [and so the cost is kept down),
there is no ionizing radiation involved, and there is no
known risk to the patient from performing the procedure.
It offers improved differentiation of soft tissues which look
the same in X-ray images and because of all of the above,
it is quite repeatable. The repeatability translates to the
ability to follow patients and learn the natural history of
their condition with and without interventions to change
that natural history. If the physician simply wants to make
a diagnosisof a suspectedcondition, the physician might
often use echocardiography now, whereas a cardiac
catheterization, with attendant risk and cost, would have
been the method of choice in the past. Certainly the
echocardiogram is superior to any other technique for the
diagnosis of small masseswithin the heart such as cardiac

tumors and bacterial growths on the heart valves, and can
better display fluid accumulationsaround the heart.
Making the statement that echocardiography is superior
to other techniqueshas required a long processof testing.
From a historical perspectiveone must realize that pulsed
echo techniquesdatefrom the mid 1950sand high-volume
use of echocardiography in the United States, and subsequently in the world, has evolved since approximately
1967.During the early part of this period, M-mode echocardiography was the only form available.This mode provides
information on the dynamics of cardiac motion from only
a single area of the heart at any given time since the ultrasound beam must be reoriented to encounter another
part of the heart for study. The need to expand the display
to provide an overall picture of the heart in anatomic format
was appreciated,and 2-D echocardiographywas invented
in the early 1970s. This was quite rudimentary until the
mid 1970s and the modern era of 2-D echocardiography
has existed only the past five years or so. Although much
of the data that is useful clinically is available through
M-mode echocardiographyfor those who have learned how
to interpret it, 2-D echocardiography makes the same data
more comprehensibleto more physiciansand providesnew
data not availableby M-mode.
Comparison of M-Mode and Two-Dimensional Methods
The extension of M-mode echocardiographyto 2-D ultrasound imaging usually means increasedcost. For this
reason we must explore the relative value of the old and
new methods. The high sampling frequency of M-mode
(about 1 kHz) compared with 2-D echocardiographicimages(about 30 Hz) means that very fast cardiac movements
are tracked better with M-mode. For example, high-frequency vibrations of valve structures indicating abnormal
flow are usually more obvious in M-mode than in 2-D
images,and in fact may be imperceptible in 2-D studies.
The subtleties of motion of individual echoesmay be more
easily analyzedby M-mode because2-D imagesalso seem
to presentinformation "overload" to the observer.That is,
so much data is presented on a 2-D image that the observer
may have trouble concentrating on a single echo among all
of the signals making up the 2-D image. Very slight separations of the pericardial sac surrounding the heart seem
more clearly defined, for example,using the limited sampling area of the M-mode technique. The human eye/brain
combination has difficulty keeping track of both cardiac
motion and the time base provided by the electrocardiogram. Thus, it may be easierto match events on the M-mode
records when compared with 2-D images.
On the other hand, the expanded anatomic information
presented by 2-D echocardiography has revolutionized the
diagnosisof congenitalheart disease,helping us to under-
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stand the relative size of the heart chambersand the number
of heart valves that are properly and improperly formed.
The alteration in cardiac wall motion relative to more normal motion among segmentsof the heart is used to recognize and quantify the effects of coronary artery diseaseon
the heart. This is done almost exclusively with 2-D echocardiography. The abnormal bulge (aneurysm)that is the result
of heart attack in many patients is recognizable by 2-D
methodsand is not perceptiblebymostM-mode methods.
In fact, the combination of 2-D and M-mode methods
often is optimal for understanding each type of record and
best serves the patient. Because virtually all 2-D instruments are also capable of providing M-mode recordings,
we need not pit M-mode against2-D methodsfor diagnosis.
It is more appropriate to compare the limited ability of
M-mode methods alone versus the combination of 2-D imagesand M-mode recording for the comprehensive analysis
of each case.
Although I have mentioned that current echocardiographic methods are extremely useful and that they are a
relatively recent development, one may properly ask why
physicians are not rushing out even more quickly to equip
themselves with 2-D echocardiographic instruments? To
answer this question we should first becomefamiliar with
the details of the information sought from the images
created. With respect to the heart, the images may show
abnormal structure such as a congenital malfunction, or
distortion of the originally normal anatomy by diseaseprocessessuch as rheumatic heart disease.The presenceof
structures that are not normally present, such as blood
clots, tumors, or massesof bacteria within the heart, are
seenand recognizedas abnormalfeatures(Fig.1). The "better" the quality of the image produced by the instrument,
the better our ability to recognize subtle abnormalities of
structure, distortion of anatomv, or abnormal new struc-

tures. Anatomy also is important when one looks at the
secondary effects of disease such as enlargement of heart
chambersand altered shape of these chambers.
In addition to simply looking at the size and shape of
the heart, the dynamic parameters of cardiac motion are
of great interest to the cardiologist. Someabnormal patterns
of motion alone representdiseaseprocessessuch as those
associated with rheumatic mitral valve disease. The
amount the heart walls move tells us about the volume of
blood moving through the heart and the rate of motion
reflects the rate of volume change or flow. In addition to
measuring the size and shape of the organ and observing
the dynamics of the moving cardiac structures, one also
can notice normal or abnormal appearance of the tissue
being displayed. These alternationsin tissue appearance,
or tissue texture, are of special interest to the radiologist
imaging abdominal organs, for example, but also are of
great intprest to the cardiologist. Currently we are able to
recognizecalcification of tissuessuch asthe diseasedaortic
or mitral valve, scarsthat occur within the heart after heart
attack, and infiltration of the heart with abnormal proteins
such as amyloid. The ability to see all three types of information (anatomy, function, tissue integrity) is what determines a "good" system.
Equipment Consideratlons
Observing the size and shapeof the heart, or other organs,
means looking at measurementsthat depend on the resolution of the instrument. As resolution improves and the
image becomesmore clearly defined, it becomeseasierfor
the user to outline the heart to measureits size and extrapolate this size to volume. A clear outline throughout the
cardiac cycle leads to accuracyin measuringdynamic parameters. Differentiating very low-intensity signals from
the background noise on the image is also important be-

Fig. 1. An echocardiographic
image of the heatt taken with the
transducer on the chest wall in the
parasternal position and oriented
parallel to the short axisof the left
ventricle (lv). The arrow indicates
an abnormal mass within the right
ventricle (N) aftached to the inter
ventricularseptum. The mass has
visualfeaturesthat make it appear
different from the myocardium
(heart muscle). Ihe mass ls a
malignant tumor from a distantsite
which has traveled to and grown
in the heart. Note the echoJree
(black) ventricular chambers
compared to the low amplitude
echoes within the myocardium
and the tumor. Wall thlckness can
be judged from this image even
in the absenceof specular echoes
from the blood-muscle inbrtace.
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cause it is the combination of very low-intensity and very
high-intensity signals that produces the texture one uses
to assessthe quality of the tissue (Fig. r).
As the various aspects of these considerations become
optimized, ultrasound imagesbecomemore and more similar to optical images of the organ being studied. Very clear
pictures of the structures and lack of spurious instrumentgenerated echoes please the user (Fig. 2). Other features
such as gray-scale mapping and processing schemes can
alter the aesthetics of the picture, but these merely satisfy
individual user preference,by and large. Optimizing the
system also includes making it easyto use. This includes
not only putting the minimum number of controls on the
instrument, but also having these controls in the best possible location for use and making them easy to activate.
Other considerations come from clinical use on hospitalized patients and these include the size of the transducer and the portability of the instrument.
More resolution is obtained by using a maximum aperture transducer, but the space between the ribs must be
used for the sound entering the body and this means that
a transducer face larger than 20 to 25 mm gives difficulty
when applying it to the chest wall. The need to manipulate
the transducer on the chest wall, tilting it and rotating it,
produces special considerationsfor those designing thri
transducer case.
Finally, the acceptance of echocardiography has given
rise to a need to use it to make clinical decisions on very
ill patients, sometimesin life and death situations, As a
result one often needs to transport the instrument to the
intensive care unit, squeezeit between the patient's bed
and the life support equipment, and rapidly record information in the midst of feverish activity around the patient.
This requires a small, light, maneuverable,and easily used
system with self-contained recording equipment.
The historical development of mechanical z-D scanners
and electronic phased-array 2-D scannershas led to some
generalities about the equipment that is prevalent in the
user public. The original advantage,the wide angle of view,
of phased-array instruments over mechanical scanners is
no longer present. The ability to record simultaneously
M-mode data and 2-D images is mainly the property of
phased-array scanners,although some mechanical instruments now have one transducer for 2-D imaging and a
second transducer for simultaneous M-mode recording.
Mechanical scanners are usually less expensive than
phased-array scanners, although the gap is variable and
narrowing. Mechanical scanners have a reputation for a
less cluttered, low-background-noise image compared to
phased-arraydevices. The phased-arraysystemsoriginally
had significant problems with spurious echoescontributed
by grating lobes and generally had more complex controls.
Phased-anay instruments of the generation characterized
by the HP TT02DAgenerallyare more sensitive when judged
in the clinical sphere and compared with mechanical scanners. That is, the ability to get usable information on a very
high percentageof patients seemsbetter with these instruments than with most mechanical scanners.In general,the
clean, clear images and "beautiful" pictures produced by
the best mechanical scanners in patients that are easy to
image have had a slight edge over the phased-arrayimages

for these patients. However, with even slight increasesin
imaging difficulty caused by biological and technical factors, the phased-array devices usually have been able to
acquire clinically useful data when the mechanical scanners have not been up to the job.
General Thoughts on Echocardiographic Testing
To place the current application of echocardiographyin
proper perspective for its evaluation in the clinical setting,
it is worthwhile to review the methods by which such
applicationsare developed.With the invention of echocardiography, as well as the subsequentimprovements culminating in the most advanced equipment, a general processapplies.First, patientswith well-confirmed or known
diseaseare selectedfor testing with the new equipment to
see the result. In this group of patients with 100% prevalence of the condition, the patternsof abnormality are defined and can be learnedas examplesof the "classic case."
Assuming that there are characteristic abnormalities on the
test accurately indicating a certain condition for the patients known to have the condition, then the method is
applied to patientswho aresuspectedof having the disease
or process under discussion. In these patients the prevalence of the condition may be very low or very high, generally depending on the degree of rarity of the condition
and also dependingon the clinical acumenof the physician
who has taken the history, done the physical examination,
etc., before considering the new test.
For physicians to use echocardiography properly in various clinical settings, it is important to have data on the
sensitivity and specificity of the testfor the condition under
discussion,to know the prevalenceof the condition in the
population, and to judge the probability of this individual
patient having the condition sought. Learning to rely on
the test when it is positive and/or negativerequires a significant data base obtained from doing the test in patients
with a well-defined presenceor absenceof the condition
as validated by other acceptedtechniques.Such information is needed before we are able to say either that a condition truly is present when the test is positive, or that we
can exclude the condition when the test is negative.If a
physician is trying to confirm a strong clinical suspicion
that the diseaseis present,then the physician wants a test
that confirms the presenceof diseasewhen the test is positive or abnormal. Echocardiography does this extremely
well. Conversely,if the clinician is trying to reduce the
possible diagnosesin a given patient by progressivelyruling out specific diseasestates,this process requires the
clinician to exclude the diseaseconfidently. In generalone
cannot exclude diseaseprocesseswell with echocardiographic images.For example, when a large mass is present
within the heart, we see it well. When we are trying to
excludethe possibility of a mass,and none is demonstrated
on the image, we are still left with the question whether
there truly is no mass or whether it is so small that it is
beyond the resolving capability of the instrument.
A related issue develops from application of echocardiography in some conditions where new information is
uniquely available. For example, the presence of small
masses,such as groups of bacteria on a heart valve, may
be recognized with echocardiography when no other cur-
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Flg.2. Threesefla/ sectlons (images) parallel to the long axis of the Ieft ventricle (LV)from the
patient shown in Fig 1. Ihe mass within the right ventricle and right ventricular outflow tract
(RVOT) contains very small b/ood vesse/s (anows) that can be resolved with this imaging
systern. Sefla/ sectlons of this type allow the echocardiographer to create a mental image of
the spatial relationsof the heart. (AO:aorta.)

rently available technique can do this. If this new test is
superior to the old test, then the new test seemsvaluable
intuitively, but it is very difficult to prove this from a scientific standpoint. If bacteria are present in the patient's
bloodstream and the echocardiogramdoesnot show a mass
within the heart, it is impossible to say whether this patient
has an infection on the heart valve that is not shown by
the echocardiogram, or whether in fact the bacteria in the
bloodstream come from some other sourcewithin the body.
This kind of consideration makes the establishment of sensitivity and specificity values for a new test very difficult.
We may consider using a relatively attractive noninvasive test in the screeningof asymptomaticpopulations to
look for diseaseprocesses.Again, dependingon the prevalence within the population of the abnormalities sought,
we can determine if using this test is worthwhile only
when we know the sensitivity and specificity of the test
for conditions we seek.Echocardiographypossibly could
be used for screeningfor some conditions, but at present
the data baseis not sufficient to help us determine whether
this is worthwhile. We are in a phase of evolution in the
technique and many of the expandedusesof the technique
await data of this type. We can determine whether echocardiography is worth the cost only if we know both the quantitative accuracy of the method and when we know the
impact of such information on long-term patient management. An example comes from using ultrasound imaging
to help manage patients after heart attack. Most clinicians
think they would like to know how much heart muscle
remains, how well it contracts,and whether an aneurysm
or abnormal scar is present after a heart attack. To get such
information now, an angiogramor radionuclide study must
be performed. If the patient can have echocardiography
without radiation hazard and with reduced cost compared
to these methods, and if the test is accurate, we can then
design studies to learn if this information affects patient
managementand prognosis.
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Training
The studies showing that echocardiography is very useful clinically and very accurate quantitatively have been
done predominately by those with great skill and experience in the technique.Primary training in performanceof
echocardiographyand interpretation of the results has been
included in formal cardiology, radiology, and ultrasound
training programs only within the past ten years. Recognition of the value of the method has created a tremendous
need for training. Those people currently responsible for
training people in echocardiography generally agreethat a
significant period of time is necessaryto perfect the skills
neededto perform the techniqueproperly for clinical decision making. Guidelines have been established by the
American Society of Echocardiography,and endorsedby
other organizations, for both physician and technician
training in both M-mode and 2-D echocardiography.
Between three and six months of physician training and
experience is needed for independent interpretation of Mmode and 2-D echocardiography. This time commitment
makes training quite difficult for the practitioner who may
not be ableto suspenda medical practice.Severalproposals
are now under consideration for dealing with this problem,
but lack of proper training opportunities means echocardiography may be performed suboptimally in somesettings
and patients who would benefit from its optimal use may
be denied this clinically important method.

An AcousticTransducerArrayfor Medical
lmaging-PartI
by John D. Larson lll
FIEACOUSTIC TRANSDUCERARRAY is the analog
front end of an ultrasound imaging system. It provides a large number of independent channels, transduces electric signals to acoustic pressure, and generates
sufficient acoustic energy to illuminate the various structures in the human body. In turn, it converts the weak
returning acoustic echoesto a set of electric signals which
can be processedinto an image.The key transducer requirements are to:
I Generate 10 to 100 mWcm2 of acoustic power from
reasonableinput voltages
r Provide good signal-to-noise ratio
I Have low cross-coupling between elements
r Generateshort acoustic pulses, =2 lts in duration
r Couple acoustic energy to the patient efficiently
r Damp the acoustic backwave
I Achieve broad angular coverage
r Suppressundesired vibration modes
r Be lightweight and handheld.
Although a variety of techniques for generating and detecting sound are available, piezoelectric transducers are
preferable because they can both generate and receive
acoustic waves, and they are several orders of magnitude
more sensitive than other possible transducers.l
To construct an array from typical ceramic piezoelectric
materials, a number of fabrication and performance problems must be solved. This article discussesthe fabrication
of a transducer array for medical imaging and some of the
basic principles and design constraints that must be considered. The following article on page 22 describesthe application of these considerations to the design of the transducers for the HP 77O2OAUltrasound Imaging System.

Coupling to Patient and Short Pulse Generation
A pulsed 2.5-MHz piezoelectric transducer with no
matching or damping layers rings and produces a long
pulse on the order of 10 ps or more. Becauserangeresolution is inversely proportional to pulse length, this resonance is unacceptable. Placing the transducer in contact
with the patient neither damps this resonancegreatly nor
couples energy very efficiently becausethere is more than
a 2O:7 acoustic mismatch between currently available
piezoelectric materials and the human body.
To obtain a shorter pulse that is more effectively coupled
to the patient, several techniques can be used singly or in
combination. The goal is to reduce the 20-to-30-dB insertion loss caused by the large impedance mismatch and to
produce pulses short enough to allow 1-mm range resolution.
Ceramic Resonator in Direct Patient Contact. The loaded
quality factor Q1 of a ceramic resonator in contact with a
mismatched impedance (Fig. 1a) and possessingits own
internal mechanical a, a-, is given by:2

e.r,:"r-#
where A : exp( - 2nlQ.J and r is the reflection coefficient.
For a typical lead-zirconate-titanate (PZT) ceramic,
r:0.88, Q*:70, and Q1 is 18.4.The time responseis a
damped sinusoid of the form
exp( - nf"VQ1) sin(2nf"t)

Piezoelectric
Ceramic

lffiirt(a)

lmpedance
Transforming
Layers

Fig. 1. Schemes to obtain short
pulses of u/trasoundfrom acoustic
transducers. (a) Undamped piezoelectric transducer placed directly on the patient. (b) Approach
of (a) with backside damping
added. (c) Using acoustic-impedance-matching layers to improve
coupling between the patient and
the transducer. (d) Approach ot
(a) using transversal filter process,ng lo compress received
pulse.
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For a resonatorwith fo:2.5 MHz, it takes 8.1 ps for the
response to drop 30 dB, and the resulting range resolution
(6 mm) is unacceptable.
Matched, Lossy Backing. If an acoustically matched and
absorbent backing is added to the rear of the transducer
(Fig. 1b), the effective Q1 is lowered to -2 and the pulse
length is reduced to -7 lts.The acoustic energy propagated
into the backing, or backwave, is lost by acoustic attenuation and no secondary resonancesare set up. For example,
for lead metaniobate ceramic material operating at 2.5 MHz
and transmitting ultrasound into human tissue, the pulse
duration is 1.3 ps. The insertion loss, including transduction efficiency and the impedance mismatch of ceramic to
tissue is - 28 dB.
This technique clearly improves the pulse response, although most of the power (>99%) is lost in the backing' It
also has the advantageof minimizing the number of acoustic bonds and acoustic parts.
Matching Layers Between Transducer and Patient. In this
realization (Fig. 1c), one or more matching layers are used
to improve the transmission of acoustic energy into the
body. The effective Q1 of the resonator is reduced, so a
shorter pulse of ultrasound can be obtained. For example,
a typical PZT ceramic with two matching layers of appropriate acoustic impedances interposed between the
ceramic and the patient has a - 4-dB insertion loss and a
pulse duration. This representsa large improvement
2.1-pr.s
in transduction efficiency with some loss of pulse length
compared to the case shown in Fig. 1b.
Inverse Filter. As mentioned earlier, the pulse excitation
of an unbacked transducer (Fig. 1d) yields a damped
sinusoidal waveform. A compression filter might be built
that takes a sinusoidal waveform and yields a pulse output.
One such realization is an inverse filter.3 In principle, substantial pulse compression can be obtained. In practice,
the finite noise in the received signal limits the filtering
processand the compression is limited to reduction factors
of 2 to 3 in pulse length.a
The techniques illustrated in Fig. 1b and Fig. 1c are used
inlhe 77O2OAUltrasound Imaging Systembecauseof good
pulse response and decreasedinsertion loss. These attributes lead to lower drive voltages, higher reception sensitivity, and pulse lengths commensurate with the desired
range resolution.
Packaging Requirements and Gonstraints
A basic requirement of a phased-arraytransducer is that
the elements be placed on half-wavelength ()t/2) centers to
sample the aperture properly. Here )r is measured in the
subject material. For the 1.5-to-2.s-cmaperturesused for
medical imaging, 60 to 80 elements are required. In turn,

Normal
0

Piezoelectric
Element
lnsulating or
Second Piezoelectric
Layer
Backing

'rt

Flg. 3. Basic acoustictransducerarrayconfiguration.
the ceramic transducer must be a half-wavelength (A/2)
thick to operate properly. Here A is measured in the
ceramic. Thus, the elementshave a width-to-thickness ratio
directly proportional to the velocity of sound in the
piezoelectric ceramic and inversely proportional to the velocity in tissue. This ratio is about 3:1, resulting in tall
n(urow elements.
Fig. 2 illustrates the possible lead connection schemes.
An independent lead to each element is required. In Fig.
2a, the high-voltage electrodes (-200V pulse present) are
toward the patient, causing a safety hazard. To overcome
this, the high-voltage electrodescan be located on the backing side of the element if the backing material is an insulator
(Fig. 2b).
The preferred structure is illustrated in Fig. 2c. Here an
insulator is placed between the backing and the ceramic.
A metal foil is bonded over the elementsto form the ground
connection, protect the patient, and keep greaseout of the
kerfs between elements (the elements are cut apart to suppress cross-coupling).
An important modification is to use a second layer of
piezoelectric ceramic as the insulating layer. This gives
suppression of the unwanted mass-spring mode and increasesthe acoustic energy radiated by the transducer.
Array Element Design
The acoustic arraysused in the 77020A's handheld transducers are composed of a large number of identical elements. These elements must be protected from the outside
world of grease and dirt, and must be packaged with a
suitable lens and case to provide a useful probe.
Driving Point Considerations. Each array element appears
electrically to be a frequency-dependent, lossy capacitor
with capacitance Co: e"WIlH where e" is the clamped
dielectric constant and W, H, and L are defined in Fig. 3.
As will be seen later, these dimensions are constrained by
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the need to control spurious modes and grating lobes, and
to obtain a narrow beam in the elevation direction.
A compromise between high-frequency, shallow-penetration operation on one hand and low-frequency, deeppenetration operation on the other leads to choosing a
center frequency of 2.5 MHz, a frequency which is assumed
in the examples to follow.
To satisfy the above conditions, the dimensions L:250
pm, period P:32O p,m,W:10 mm, and H:600 pm for
PZT-1H ceramic material were chosen,and C":55 pF.
Transrrit Considerations. Exposure of mammalian tissue
to averagepower densities of t00 mWcm2 or less has been
found to cause no significant biological effects.5'6The design goal has been to stay below this power level. Detailed
calculations show that for PZT-IH, a single-layer array element can achieve 100 mWcm2 for a 200:1 duty cycle with
216 volts peak-to-peakdrive. A double-layer element develops the same acoustic power output at 130 volts peak-topeak. The use of acoustic matching layers can allow more
efficient power generation. For example, a single matching
layer used in conjunction with a single PZT layer could
result in a transduction efficiency increase of 8 dB, or
around g0 volts peak-to-peak to achieve 100 mWcmz.
Another piezoelectric material of interest is lead
metaniobate. It is similar to PZT-5H, but its dielectric constant is only one-sixth as great and it has a lower electroacoustic coupling coefficient. Its chief attraction is a low
spurious mode level. For a 200:1 duty cycle and tOOmW
cmz power level, a single lead metaniobate layer requires
540 volts peak-to-peakdrive while a double layer requires
360 volts peak-to-peak. The high drive voltage makes it
less suitable for use with solid-state circuitry.
Since the acoustic anays are operated in a pulsed mode
to achieve good range resolution, wideband operation becomes a prime consideration. Factors influencing this include frequency-sensitive driving-point impedance, epoxy
bond thickness, and frequency-dependent transduction efficiency. Other vibration modes can cause narrowband,
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Flg- 4. lnput impedance versus frequency for a single PZT5H element.
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extended-time-duration response.
Using a circuit model for an acoustic transducer, the
driving-point impedance of a single-layer PZT array element can be calculated as given in Fig. 4. The magnitude
decreaseswith increasing frequency while the real part
reaches a peak around the 2.5-MHz center frequency. Furthermore, by comparing measured data to the theoretical
data, it is apparent that there are high-Qmodes of vibration
present which the simple circuit model does not predict.
Epoxy Bond Effects. The transducer response is quite dependent on the quality of the acoustic properties of the
bonded array. Chief among these are the thicknesses of the
epoxy-bond layers used to cement the PZT to the backing,
the surface layers present on the backing, and the degree
to which the backing impedance is the same as the PZT
acoustic impedance.
The epoxy bond has an acoustic impedance of 3.2x106
rayls, comparedto 25x106 rayls for PZT-iH. This 8:1 mismatch dictates that the bond be very thin to prevent narrowing of the passband. Fig. 5 shows how the frequency responseof the transducer is changed as the bonds vary from
1 pm thick to 8 pcmthick. In turn, the bandwidth varies
bom 74o/oto 31% as this occurs.To ensuregood response,
bond thicknesses less than 2 pm are required.
Acoustic Modes of Narrow Elements. In an acoustic imaging array the elements should have a single mode of vibration, namely a piston-like motion of the front surface. By
making the elements sufficiently narrow, and reducing
cross-coupling, the acoustic intensity should be uniform
at various angles from the normal (seeFig. 3J, that is, omnidirectional. For illumination out to angles where the re-
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sponse is no more than 3 dB down from that at normal
incidence, the element width L should be <0.44)r/sin0ra6
which for i45o coverageand 2.5-MHz operation, yields
L-o (320 pm.
Fabrication constraints force the actual elements to be
even narrower. With the element thickness H comparable
to L*o, additional modes can be expected to exist at frequencies near the desired thickness mode frequency. Such
vibrations include the dilatational or breathing mode, the
mass-springoscillation mode, Lamb wave on a foil, and
the Rayleigh surface-wavemode.
Onoe and TierstenT give a good account of the thickness
and dilatation modes. Defining a configuration ratio G: L/
H, it can be shown that these modes are close in frequency
and strongly coupled when G:1. For G<<1, the modes
become widely separatedin frequency.
Fig. 6 illustrates these two modes for 760-pm-thick PZT5H at G : 0.1 to 1.3. The thickness mode frequency is
essentially constant at 2MHz while the dilatational mode
frequency is inversely proportional to width L'
Another major acoustic vibration mode is termed the
low-frequency modes because of its manifestation at frequencies around 0.8 to 1 MHz, as compared to the main
thickness mode at 2 MHz. It occurs as a fairly high-Q'
slowly damped resonancewhich requires 40 to 50 ps to
decay below the system noise level. The origin of the mode
appearsto be a harmonic oscillation of the element moving
against the spring formed by the backing material. The
frequency of this mass-spring mode can be given by
f--" : v.11ViEF, wherc v '11:! c6lpp7r c6 is the elastic constant of the backing, and pp71is the density ofthe piezoelecDilatation Mode
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tric element.
The main effect of the mass-spring mode on transducer
performance in an acoustic imaging situation is to add
clutter to the image for the range from 0 to 7 cm because
the mode is highly excited by the transmit drive pulse.
A thin metal foil is bonded to the top surface of the array
to seal the element interstices. This foil can support a
guided wave known as the Lamb wave.e Two subgroups
can be identified depending on particle motion of the foil.
The symmetric modes show particle motion where both
sides of the foil move away from each other or towards
each other. They are relatively nondispersive, that is, the
acoustic velocity does not vary greatly with frequency. The
asymmetric modes exhibit flexural propagation with velocities approaching zero as the frequency or plate thickness goes to zero. In metal foils, the symmetric mode has
a velocity of about 4 x 10scm./s,while the asymmetric mode
varies from Oto 2 x 105cm./s.The excitation of these modes
comes from the motion of a driving element, and is manifested mainly by cross-coupling between elements.
The last major mode that exists on the array is a Rayleigh
surface wave.lo This propagates on the backing with velocities in the range of 1 to 2 x 105cm/s. The particle motion
is a retrograde ellipse composed of components along the
surface and perpendicular to it. This motion decays exponentially with depth from the surface.This mode is driven
by the motion of an element and is another cause of crosscoupling between elements.
Mode Suppression. Of the modes discussed,the thickness
mode is desired and all others are undesired. The dilatational mode is not suppressed,but by choosing narrow
elements, the mode is moved to a higher frequency where
it is conveniently filtered out.
Of the remaining modes,the mass-springmode is most
troublesome. It is strongly excited and has high Q. Its occurrence around 1 MHz is inconveniently close to 2.5 MHz
in terms of filtering. In one scheme,this mode is suppressed
by using two oppositely poled pieces oI PZT to cause a
zero net center-of-massmotion. This results in an order of
magnitude reduction of the mode as measured by the real
part of the input impedance. Shorter ring-down times, less
cross-coupling, and more uniform acoustic radiation patterns result.
The Lar4b wave is suppressed by choosing a very thin
foil. Since the asymmetric mode is largely responsible for
Lamb-wave propagation, making the foil thin reduces the
group velocity and prevents effective coupling from the
array elements to the foil.
Since the Rayleigh wave is bound to within a few
wavelengths of the backing surface, making deep cuts extending well into the backing effectively suppressesit.
Element Angular Response.The angular responseof a compensatedsingle element is shown in Fig. 7. This measurement was made by sending a signal to a point reflector at
angle 0 from the normal to the transducer and then recording the return voltage. For such a round-trip or in/out type
measurement, the normalized signal s(0) depends on frequency and element width as s(0):2g1tt11sinx/x)cos0)
where x: (<,ll-/2v)sinO,<o: radian frequency, and v : acoustic velocity in water. The main points to note are that the
element response drops off because of the finite element

width L and the obliquity factor cos0.
Lens. The acoustic beam generatedby the one-dimensional
phased array described here can only be electronically focused and steered in the azimuth plane (see Fig. 3). To
improve the resolution and sensitivity further, a cylindrical
is addedto give a fixed focus in the orthoacousticlens11'12
gonal elevation plane.
The main properties of interest in a lens are the resolution
at focus, radius of curvature to achieve a given focus, the
depth of field about that focus, and the intensity gain
caused by focusing. The lens must be sufficiently strongly
focusing to achieve better resolution than an unfocused
beam, yet have enough depth of field to allow imaging over
a useful range.This involves a compromise in the elevation
aperture W. In addition, reverberations caused by a poor
lens impedance match to the patient are to be avoided.
Finally, low attenuation in the lens and a convex outer
surface are important considerations,
The desired focal length F is related to the lens radius
of curvature R by R : F(1 - 1/n)1 where 11: 1.4 (empirically
determined for the acoustic lens material used), n:vtlv2,
vr : acousticvelocity in the lens, and vr:66611sticvelocity
in the patient.
The elevation beamwidth D" at F is given by D":I(FAIV)
where )t = acoustic wavelength in the patient. The depth
of focus D,:15D"(1 -0.01W2F).
Array Fabricatlon
Referring again to Fig. 3, the fabrication of an array probe
involves the following processes,materials,or steps.
r Slmthesis of a highly attenuative backing material with
close impedance match to PZT
I Cutting, polishing, and plating the various ceramic materials and matching layers
r Bonding the array togetherwith sufficiently thin bonds
r Dicing the elements
r Providing electrical connections to the closely spaced
elements
I Applying a top ground foil electrode
r Synthesizing and attaching a suitable lens
r Packaging the array into a probe complete with cable
and connectors.
The backing is required to match PZT acoustically and
have sufficiently high acoustic loss to damp any.backwave
to a level below the systemnoise. Typically a sb-to-oo-dB
round-trip loss at any signal frequency above 1 MHz is
required. If the loss is not large enough, multiple echos
will return and cause bright lines or "range markers" in
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Flg. 7. Round-tip response (received echo from a point
target) versus azimuth angle for a single acoustic element.

the image. The backing material chosen is a composite of
tungsten for high impedance and polyvinyl chloride (PVC)
plastic as a binder and dissipative medium. Typical parameters achieved are an acoustic impedance of 25 x 106rayls,
a density of 74.2x 103 kg/m3, and an attenuation of 20
dB/cm at 1 MHz. Typically the attenuation increases as
frequency squared, so at 2 MHz the loss is 80 dB/cm.
The raw PZT-IH material used for each element is wafered to the appropriate dimensions, then ground and
polished to a final thickness of 600 to 7oo p,m. The thickness and the parallelism of the sides are carefully controlled.The parts are poled by a high electric field in a
heated oil bath to make them piezoelectrically active.
The backing and ceramic parts are very carefully cleaned
under dust-free conditions, then bonded together with lowviscosity epoxy resin. Matching layers are also bonded at
this stage,as is the electrical lead structure. To avoid the
various cross-coupling problems outlined earlier, the 64
individual elements are separatedby sawing.
The array is thoroughly cleaned again and a thin metal
foil is bonded on to complete the ground connection and
isolate the anay elements from infiltration by grease,coupling gel, or water.
A variety of acoustic lensescan be used. A convex singleelement lens is an effective choice, but the selection of
useful materials is limited to those in which the acoustic
velocity is less than that in human tissue (1.54x 103m/s).
The lens material used for 77O2OAtransducers is a
polyurethane rubber, Sylgard 170@.It provides a good impedance match to human tissue and the acoustic velocity
in Sylgard 17o is 7.o2x 103m./s.This allows the designof
a convex lens with a radius R: - 36 mm for a 7-cm elevation focal length. It is fabricated on a thin foil by casting
and then is bonded to the array.
The final array is wired to a suitable coaxial cable containing 64 individual leads. It is then packagedin a waterproof plastic case.Fig. 1 on page 22 shows a photograph
of a completed unit.
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An AcousticTransducerArrayfor Medical
lmaging-Part ll
by David G. Miller

I
IIGH SENSITIVITY and a short pulse are important,
ra
but conflicting requirements for an acoustic translducer used in diagnostic imaging systems. The deI
sign of the transducer (Fig. 1) for the HP 72020A Ultrasound
Imaging System is a compromise between these two requirements. Optimizing this compromise required careful
consideration of the physical parameters and design constraints discussed in the preceding article (page 1Z).
Acoustic Pulse Propagataon
Lead zirconate titanate, a ferroelectric ceramic crvstal.

Fig. 1. Oneof theultrasonictransducerprobesusedby the
HP 77020AUltrasoundlmaging System.
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was chosen for the 64 piezoelectric elements in the transducer array becauseof its high electromechanical coupling
and high dielectric constant. The piezoelectric behavior
occurs as a result of either a zirconium or titanium ion
locating in a stable off-center position inside the otherwise
symmetrical lead and oxygen unit crystal cell (seeFig. 2).
Becausethis ion has a large charge,this createsnoncoincidental centers of negative and positive charge in the unit
cell, forming an electric dipole.
Polarizing the material orients a majority of these dipoles
in the same direction. This is done by applying an external
electric field to crystals heated above their Curie temperature and then cooling the crystals. This process, called
poling, usesthe property that abovethe Curie temperature,
the unit cell is a body-centered cubic structure (Fig. 2a).
As the crystal cools, the ion in the center of the structure
moves off center in a direction influenced by the applied
electric field. After the crystal is cooled to room temperature and the electric field is removed, the ions stay in their
off-center locations to form the polarized crystal.
If a voltage is applied to opposite faces of a polarized
crystal, a field is produced in the crystal that acts upon
the dipoles to causeexpansion and contraction ofthe crystal. By applying an alternating voltage, acoustic waves ate
propagatedfrom the stressdiscontinuities occuming at each
face of the crystal as it expands and contracts.
Each element of the 64-element transducer array is a
0.5-mm-thick slab of lead zirconate titanate polarized in
the plane of the slab and having electroiles on each end as
shown in Fig. 2c on page 18. Compression and rarefaction
longitudinal waves 6rrepropagatedin both the forward and
reverse directions. Waves traveling in the reversedirection
are absorbedby the transducer's backing to prevent echoes

E

The constructive interference produced by the quarterwavelength matching layer is illustrated in Fig. 4. The
acoustic wave pulse is represented as a ray r which strikes
the layer at normal incidence (shown at a slight angle to
show the reflection rr within the layer) and emergesas the
sum of rays r and rr. The magnitude and phase of r. may
be determined from the reflection coefficient
R=

Zr-Zt

(1)

z2+za

Thus a 1B0ophase change occurs for reflected waves
when a pulse propagatesfrom a high-impedance (Zt) region
to a low-impedance (Zr) region. And it follows that since
(b)
(a)
the reflected ray r. travels an extra distance of one half
wavelength within the intermediate matching layer, this
Fig- 2. Thelead zirconatetitanatecrystalunit cell is a body180'phase changealigns r, to be in phase with r so that
centeredcubic structure(a) above the Curietemperature.
the
original pulse and reflected pulse amplitudes add as
moves
off
Below the Curie temperature,the zirconiumion
shown in Fig. 4.
centerto form a tetragonalstructure(b).
from objectsbehind the transducer. This backing also helps
damp the multiple reflections occurring inside each element. Waves radiating from such a transducer are representedin Fig. 3.
The acoustic impedance of the transducer elements is
about 25 times greater than that of the human body. A
sevenfold increase in tle magnitude of the acoustic echo
from a target in the body can be achieved by reducing the
impedance mismatch between the transducer elements and
the body. This is done by placing an intermediate impedance-matching layer between the elements and the body.
To prevent reverberation inside this layer and maximize
the magnitude of the acoustic wave, the matching layer is
made a quarter wavelength thick at the transducer's center
frequency.*
*Quarter-wavelengthmatching was tirst used by eally astronomerswho discovered that
taint stare were brighter when viewed with telescopesthat had old tarnishedlenses rather
than new untarnishedones. The tarnish layer turned out to be about a quartel wavelength
thick and hava an intermediateindex of refraction between that of the glass and the air.
ln modern times, coating optical components with quarter-wavelengthlhick layers has
become commonplaceand interestin quarter-wavelengthimpedancematchingotelectrical
transmissionslines has resulted in an eldensivedevelopmentol the theory.

Equlvalent Gircuit Model
To select the optimum acoustic impedance for the intermediate matching layer and try to account for the effects
of the electrode metallization and other features of the
transducer array construction, an equivalent circuit model
was developed. The KLM model 2 of an acoustic transducer
is an electromechanical equivalent circuit (Fig. 5) in which
the transducer is excited at the center. The acoustic load
impedances can be transformed to the center node by the
transmission line equation

'^:'"ffi

Z1cos(nd/}t) + jZ. sin(ndl}t)

Flg. 3. Longitudinalcompressionand rarefactionwaves
travelingto theright withvelocityv for an acoustictransducer
radiatingpulsesof wavelength)'. Partlclesalongthe axisof
propagationoscillateto the rightand left.

rzt

The circuit regardsforce (stresstimes area)as equivalent
to voltage, and acoustic wave velocity as equivalent to current.
Consider what happens when the front and back terminations are not perfect. The waves produced at the center
suffer reflections at the faces, giving rise to a total stress
and velocity that depend on the reflection coefficients at
each surface.The stress,and hence the voltage V, will tend
to be maximumwhen boththe incident andreflectedwaves
are strong. This occurs near resonance;therefore, the transducer should be a half wavelength long for strongest excitation. If at resonancethe crystal is a half wavelength long
and each transmission line becomes a quarter wavelength
long, Equation (2) simplifies to

zw:

Pressure

,^,

(3)

zozlzt-

However, reflections from both surfaces tend to make the
transducer ring, producing an output pulse like a decaying
sinusoidal waveform whose decay rate depends on both
the acoustic impedance mismatch and the electrical loading of the transducer.
Denoting the transformed front and back load impedancesby Zpe and Zss, the circuit can be redrawn as shown
in Fig. 6. Hence, the fraction of the power radiated to the
bodv is
o-:

Y'lz,o
vzlzBo + v2lzFo

-

ZF
ZB+ZF
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Unreflected Pulse r

ReflectedPulse h

Sum r+r1

and the conflict between high sensitivity and a short pulse
is apparent. High sensitivity requires a low backing impedanceZs, but the shortest pulse requires matching the front
and back acoustic loads to the crystal to reduce ringing.
Matching the front of the crystal is further complicated
because the crystal has an acoustic impedance Zo of
33 x 106 rayls and a body's acoustic impedance is only
1.5 x 106rayls. Thus, the power percentageradiated to the
body by a transducer with a matched backing and unmatched front is only 41".
The effects of the quarter-wavelengthmatching layer dis-

Fi,g. 4. lilustration of constructive
interference in a quarter-wavelength-thick matching layer. The
normal rays r and r, arc drawn at
a slightangle to their true direction
so they can both be seen.

cussed earlier can be modeled by adding another transmission line to the front port of the KLM model.3This layer
acts as a mechanical transformer, causing a large load to
be reflected to the transducer. With this matching layer,
the radiated power percentageat resonanceincreasesfrom
4o/oIo 27o/oand the same improvement occurs in receiving
the acoustic echo. By using Equation (3J,the acoustic impedance required for the matching layer can be calculated
from
ZtN:Zo:Ztt"y"JZuoa,

Transducer Test System Design
by GeorgeA. Fisher
Early in the design of the phased-arraytransducerfor the
77O2OA,the need for accurate acoustic measurementswas
realized.As newdesignswere investigated,
accurateand repeatable measurementsof the acoustic beam profile, main beam
rolloff,pulse length,ring down, and overallarraysensitivitywere
especially importantbecause these factors are critical to the
overallperformanceof a phased-arrayimagingsystem.Measurementsof individualelementsensitivityand electricalimpedance
as a functionof frequencyprovide additionalinformationabout
acoustic beam performance.Individualelement capacitance
measurementsprovidea quick go/no-gocheck of arrayintegrity
for manufacturingand physicalshock survivalexperiments.
To performthis wide varietyof measurementseasily,a special
test systemis required.lt mustbe f lexibleso thatnewexperiments
can be added easilyas differentareasof transducerperformance
are evaluated.lt is also desired that the system be easy to use
so that measurementscan be made by lab techniciansinstead
of engineers.Finally,becauseof the huge range of signallevels
resultingfrom echoesfrom varioustargetsin the body, the total
dynamic range of the systemshould be at least 80 dB.
To meet the above performancespecifications,a test system
(Fig. 1) was designed around an HP 9825A Computer.With
properl/O expansion,this providesflexibilityfor new experiments
as well as the intelligencerequiredto provide ease of use and
measurementaccuracy. For mechanical accuracy, a special
mechanicalstage was designed to hold and positionthe array
accuratelyin a tank of water along with a varietyof test target
reflectorsand transducers.The systemalso uses a regularproduction 77O2OAUltrasoundlmaging Systemscannerto control
the firing and receiving of the array signals. A few custom
hardwarecomponentswere added to orovidean interfaceto the
scannerand tank positioningsystem.A flexibledisc drive was
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added for program and data storage,and a plotter is used as
the principaloutput device for analyticalmeasurements.For impedance and capacitance measurements,a network analyzer
and an LCR meter are interfacedto the 98254.
The mechanicalstage holds the transducersecurelyin position,facing downwardinto a tank of water,which closelyapproximatesthe acoustic impedanceof the body. The virtual central
axis of the transduceris manuallyaligned with the axis of an
adjustablearm that swingsthroughan arc of +50" under control
of the 98254. The arm can be adlusted to positionthe target
reflector at various depths of interest.The stage holding the
transduceris also controlledby the 98254 and can be pivoted
in the elevationdirection.These movementsallow positioning
the target and transducerin azimuthand elevationdirectionsfor
measuringbeam directivityand focus.
The 98254 Computer is the heart of the system. lt provides
convenientcontrol of many variablesduring tests, as well as a
simple operatorinterface.In addition,it enhancesthe accuracy
of the systemby performingcalibrationroutinesand then saving
correctiondata.
Anotherfunctionperformedby the 98254 is that of extending
the dynamic range of the system. The gain of the ultrasound
scannerused to transmitand receivethe acousticbeam is controlled by the 98254 by means of a digital-to-analogconverter
(DAC),which feeds the TGC (timegain compensation)inputsof
the scanner.The gain of the scannercan be varied by 60 dB.
Beforetestsare performed,the 98254 feeds a test signalthrough
the scanner and measuresthe scanner'sgain as a functionof
TGC voltage.This data is saved on a flexibledisc. Duringactual
tests, the 98254 controls the TGC voltages to the scanner in
such a manneras to maintainthe widelyvaryingreceivedsignal
in the middleof the availabledynamicrangeof the scanner,and
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Flg.5, Model of piezoelectrictransducerafter Krimholtz,Leedom, and Mafthaei.2Here A is the cross-secfionat area of the
element, d is its length, e" is the clamped dielectric constant,
and Co : Ae"/d ts the clamped capacitance. C' represenls
the acousticenergy storage,O is the ratio of induced acoustic
velocity (equivalentcurrent) to the electrical current, Zo is the
characteristic acoustic impedance of the crystal, <ools the
half-wavelengthfrequency of the crystal, vp and v" arc stiffened acoustic velocities, and ZF and ZB are the front and
back acoustic load impedances.
which yields a layer impedance of 7.0 x L06 rayls.

Lens Design
The performance
of the transduceris also determined
correctsthe measurementsby the storedgain values,This gives
the systema total dynamic range considerablygreaterthan B0
dB.
For measurementsof both overalland individualelementsensitivity,the 9825A communicateswith the scannervia the HP-lB
(IEEE4BB),putting the scanner into a special test mode that
allows the computer to take over control of transmitfiring and
receive phasing. The computer fires just two elements in the
centerof the array,which resultsin nearlyomnidirectional
acoustic radiation.This is retlectedby a small target, The computer
alsocontrolsthe scannerso thatthe signalfrom onlyone element
at a time is processedand measured.This allowsthe sensitivity
of each individualelementto be measured.

ffiffi

load
Fig. 6. Simpllfledequivalentcircuitusingtransformed
impedances.
by the shapeof the acousticbeam in both the direction of
the scan and normal to the scan (elevation).An acoustic
lens was designedfor the elevation focusing.
The minimum angular beamwidth for a focal point
placed anywhere in the range is given by the diffraction
limit 0 : \A/V, where \ is the acoustic wavelength and W
is the aperture.nThe geometricfocal length of a-lens can
be derived by a geometric construction based upon Fermat's Principle * and the sameapproximationthat produces
the lens maker's equationsfor optical lenses.5Thus, for a
thin plane convex lens,
Focal length

:

Radiusof lens surface
(v6o6r/v1"r") - 1

'Fermat's Principlestatesthat a light ray will take the path betweentwo points ihat requires
the leasttraveltime.

The electricimpedanceand capacitanceof each elementare
measuredwith the networkanalyzerand LCRmeter.Each instrument is connectedto one transducerelementat a time through
a programmedrelaymatrix.This matrixcontributesstraycapacitance and inductanceto the measurements,
so beforetests are
run, the 98254 measuresthese strayvaluesby performingtests
on knownimpedances,calculatingthe errors,and storingthese
values. For impedance measurements,the computer controls
the measurementfrequencywith a DAC connected to the FM
input of the network analyzer.At each frequency,and for each
elementin the array,the computerrelatesthe measuredimpedanceof the elementto itsactualimoedancevia a two-portnetwork
calculationusing the stored data.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of transducer test system.
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Fig. 7. Calculated round-trip beamwidths for 3.5-MHz, fixedfocus, short+ange and medium+ange transducers.

where acoustic velocities v6o4"orrd Vlro" or€ used directly
in place of the refractive indexes used in conventional
optics.
But geometric optics theory gives very poor beamwidth
predictions becausethe apertures are relatively small-tO
to 20 acoustic wavelengths. Thesesmall apertures produce
beams dominated by diffraction effects and are not well
described by converging and diverging rays. Another complication is the pulsed operation rather than the continuous-wave operation for which the diffraction equation is
valid.
The optimum aperture and focal length combination produces the minimum beamwidth through the range of interest. Two different combinations are illustrated in Fig. 7.
The short-range transducer has a short focal length lens
and a small aperture to reduce the beamwidth near the
transducer. The medium-range transducer uses a larger
aperture to reduce the beamwidth at midrange.
The acoustic lens design also requires the selection of a
material with the proper acoustic velocity and impedance
to match the human bodv. Velocities lower than that in

the body allow a convex face on a flat transducer array.
Velocities higher than in the body require a concave lens
surface or the use of two lens elements. Other lens requirements are low attenuation for all beam steering angles,
resistanceto abrasion. chemical resistanceto acoustic coupling gels, cleaning disinfectants, and sterilization, and
providing a permanent seal to the transducer package.A
convex lens is used for the 77O2OA'stransducers.
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RadiatedPowerGharacteristics
of
DiagnosticUltrasoundTransducers
by Thomas L. Szabo and Gary A. Seavey
HAT LEVELS OF LILTRASONIC PO\AIERare
safe? This is an often asked question to which
there is still no absolute answer. but some
guidelines have been developed. Peopleworking with diagnostic imaging and other uses of ultrasound in medicine
have established safe levels of ultrasonic intensity below
which no bioeffects have been demonstrated. Ulrichl developed a threshold based on a compilation of biological
effects data. He arived at a criterion for minimal hazard:
a spatial-average, temporal-average intensity below 100
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mWcm2. This criterion and others have been used to summarize the lowest levels at which bioeffects have been observed. For example, see Fig. 1 adapted from Nyborg.2 All
of these observations can be summarized by the following
statements:
r No substantial bioeffects have been demonstrated for
spatial-peak, temporal-average intensities <100 mW
cm2.
I No substantial bioeffects have been demonstrated for
exposuresfor which the product (Ixt) is less than 50
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Fig. 1. Suggestedsafeultrasoundintensitylevelsbasedon
the lowestlevelsat which biologicaleffectshave beenreportedin tlssues(adapledfromreference2).
J/cm2, where for pulsed operation, t is total on-and-off
time, and I is the spatial-peak, temporal-averageintensity.
These results are incorporated in the "Safety Standard
for Diagnostic Ultrasound Equipment."t Definitions and
measurement recommendations outlined in the standard
are used by the HP Medical Group for characterization of
ultrasound transducers and systems. Before explaining
these measurement techniques, it is necessary to answer
the question: "How does a transducer provide a certain
level of acoustic intensitv in the bodv?"
Transducers
A transducer servestwo main functions: converting electrical drive signals into acoustic waves, and directing and
focusing these waves in the body. The transducer also receives acoustic echoesfrom the body that are used to form
the ultrasound image, but the emphasis here will be on the
transducer as a transmitter.
Although the FIP 212OSB3.5-MHz Transducer (seeFig.
1 on page 22) appears externally as one transducer, it is
actually a phased array of 64 transducer elements. Each
element has a certain electroacoustic conversion transducer efficiency TE' when connected to a continuous-wave
(CW) voltage generator V" with an impedance R . In terms
of acoustic peak power P. at the face of the element, TE':
P./P' where Pe:Ve'l4Rg is the generator power.
A transducer can be thought of as a bandpass filter with
a certain impulse response. To find the temporal-average
acoustic output, the input waveform also must be considered. Most diagnostic imaging transducers are driven by
short pulses repeated at long time intervals. A common
drive pulse is a tone burst of n half cycles, eachto in length.
The shape of the input pulse determines the temporalaveragepower per pulse.For a toneburst,this powerisP/2.
The average power is half as large as the peak power, so
an averagepower factor apf can be defined in this case as
apf :0.5. Another important factor in reducing total average power is the duty cycle, which is the drive pulse duration to divided by the pulse repetition interval Tp. In the
HP 77O2OAUltrasound Imaging System, the duty cycle is
typically 0.0005.Fig. 2 comparesa computer simulation

{.
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Fig.2. Measuredand computersimulatedtemporalpressurewaveforms
at fhe spatialpeakfor theHP 212058Transducer.
of one acoustic temporal pressure output waveform of a
single 3.5-MHz element in waterwith an actual waveform.
The temporal-average acoustic power of all of the elements at their faces can be calculated using the equation:
P",e : N(TE)(P"apf)(tn/Tp)

(1)

where TE is now defined as the temporal-averageacoustic
output divided by the average electrical input power for
the drive pulse used.
Beamforming
To improve image definition, the transducer array directs
and focuses acoustic energy by two methods. With reference to Fig. 3, the beamforming can be separatedinto orthogonal elevation and azimuth planes. In the elevation plane
perpendicular to the transducer element widths, a fixed
lens covers the array and focuses the beam. At the focal

Fig.3. Definition ot acoustic beam profiles in azimuth and
elevation planes.
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plane Z:F, the beam shapefor an elevation apertureL" is
the Fourier transform of the constant-amplitude aperture
function sin (nL"x/F\)/(nL,x/FI). A simple estimateof this
large compressionof the beam is the half-amplitude (6-dB)
half beamwidth.

Beam Axis
Water Bath

+-lV----,-.r

Xodg: 1.9Ftr/nl"

(2)

where X is the acoustic wavelength in water.
In the azimuth plane, focusing and beam steering are
accomplished by addressing each phased-arrayelement
with appropriatelyphased,time-delayedsignals.As shown
in Fig. 3, the beam is focused in azimuth along the Z axis
at the sameplace as the elevationfocus. The Z axis constitutes one line in the ultrasound image {0" line); other lines
are formed by directing the beam to other angles in the
azimuth plane.At the focal plane, a 6-dB or quarter-power
ellipse can be defined with half beamwidths (Equation(2))
for semiaxes.If the spatial-average,temporal-averageintensity Isala is defined at the focal plane as the averagepower
in the integrated beam cross section divided by the area of
this ellipse, the following formula applies to the ideal
example discussed.
Isara : O.9Pu,s/L"L.

(3)

where L" is the total azimuth aperture. When the intensity
at the peak is measuredby a microprobe transducerand
time averaged,the value is referred to as the spatial-peak,
temporal-averageintensity Isp1a.
Another commonly quoted intensity is the spatial-peak,
pulse-averageintensity Ispp6. This single-pulse intensity
is the temporal averagewithout the duty cycle t"/T*. Therefore, Isppa:IsprA(TR/te)as evident from Equation (1).
To compareactual measurementswith predictedvalues,
a measurementscheme,outlined in reference3, is used.
This method usesa hydrophone probe,its calibration,and
integration algorithms for spatial and temporal averaging.
Transducer Hydrophone
To characterize the radiated acoustic power both spatially and temporally in absolute power terms, a special
calibratedminiature hydrophoneis used.This hydrophone
has a piezoelectric element approximately 1 to 2 mm in
diameter fabricated of polyvinylidene fluoride (PVFr) film.
Since acoustic intensity is proportional to the pressure
squared,and the hydrophone output voltageV is proportional to pressure,a hydrophone sensitivity can be defined
as K : IA/2, where I is the instantaneous intensity and V
is the instantaneous voltage response of the hydrophone.
An X-cut quartz transducer calibrated by the U.S. National Bureau of Standards is used as the reference power
source to determine the hydrophone's sensitivity. The
radiated acoustic power P, versus transducer drive voltage
Vu has been measured using a force balance to arrive at a
radiation conductance G", where P,:G"V3. The hydrophone is positioned in the far field on the beam axis of the
quartz transducer.The hydrophone'sresponseV(0,1)to the
radiated temporal pressureis recorded.A number of radial
scans are taken to characterize the spatial distribution of
the radiated pressure. Since the total radiated acoustic
198s
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Hydrophone

Fig. 4. Acousticintensitymeasurement
apparatus.
power from the quartz transducer is known from P,: Qr/2,
knowing the temporal and spatial characteristics of the
radiated pressure,one can do a temporal and spatial average of the pressure squaredto relate the hydrophone's sensitivity to the measurement taken. This intensity response
factor K for a given frequency is

K:

P'Yi(ol

e)

hb

where P, is the total radiated acoustic power in watts from
the source transducer into the water, Vn(O)is the temporalpeak hydrophone responseon the beam axis, and h is the
temporal averageof the hydrophone responseon the beam
axis. That is.
, 1 f :r n
n

(5)

v'(o,t)dt
,_ J"

where V(O,t)is the hydrophone responsewaveform. Here
b is the spatial normalization computed from the spatial
scan measurements.For rectangular transducers,
,

o:l

f*uo"
s

x6dB

fvu

;

v-

o"vnfx,o)vo(o,y)dxdy

(6)

Y6dB

where Vo(x,01and Vo(O,v)are temporal-peakhydrophone
responsesalong orthogonal beam profiles through the beam
axis, and x66s and !64s or€ the 6-dB half beamwidths.
Spatial
Peak

Simulated Probe
Spatial Response
to Focal Piofile

Pressure
Profile
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Effeclive
Probe Size

6-dB Beamwidth
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Fig. 5. Acousllc pressure profile or beamplot at the focal
plane of a transducer compared to a probe measurement
simulation.

lleasurements and Deflnltlons
To characterize the radiated acoustic power from an ultrasound imaging system,one must be able to find the most
intense part of the transducer beam in three dimensions
and measure the acoustic pressure waveform there. A
sketch of the water tank arrangement used to make these
measurements is shown in Fig. 4. The support strucfure
(not shown) allows accurate aligrrment of the transducer
and hydrophone and automated positioning of the calibrated hydrophone.
When the hydrophone is positioned on the beam axis at
the spatial peak, the calibrated hydrophone temporal output waveform V(O,t) is recorded. A typical waveform is
shown in Fig. 2 and it agreeswell in shape with the predicted pressure waveform for a single element. The measured waveform is squared and integrated over a long
period Ta to determine Ispra using the following equation.

Ispra :

*

l'n

v'z(o,t)dt

Goncluslons
At this time, safelevels for diagnostic ultrasound systems
are those agreedon by consensus.Carefully worded definitions insure that those who make intensity measurements
are speaking the same language.Results for different types
of diagnostic systems are listed in Table I. HP systemsfall
in the range of an automatic sector scanner in this table.
HP transducer arrays and ultrasound systems are
evaluated according to the methods described above.
Transducer modeling and beamplot computer programs,
along with equations such as Equations (1) and (3), have
been used to predict acoustic intensity levels with good
accuracy. Hence, ttre mechanisms that produce acoustic
intensities are well understood and can be changed by
design.
Work is also continuing on refining the measurement
process itself. In Fig. 5 the effective hydrophone probe
diameter is shown in relation to a typical pressure profile.
Becausethe beam is comparable in size to the probe diameter, the probe smooths or integrates the actual pressure
profile. The estimated hydrophone responseis the second
curve in Fig. 5. Becausethe hydrophone probe was calibrated originally against a quartz source much larger than
its diameter, its calibration factor K is strictly applicable
only in similar environments. The effect shown in Fig. 5
is that a slight error of about 1 dB is introduced at the
spatial peak. Other sourcesof error are under investigation
to improve the measurement accuracy further.

(7)

To find the spatial averageof the intensity, more detailed
information about the beam is gathered. To do this, only
the temporal value Vo is used from eachwaveform for these
spatial measurements. Next, the hydrophone is scanned
along two orthogonal paths within the spatial-peak plane
to map the pressure profiles, Vo(x,O)and V'(O,V).
A typical spatial pressure profile such as Vn(0,V)appears
similar to the ideal pressure beam profile in Fig. 5. At the
6-dB points in each pressure profile, a half beamwidth is
determined. These half beamwidths, x64s and yu6u, like
the ideal of Equation (2), determine the measured focal
ellipse depicted in Fig. 3. This ellipse has an area A:
?rxoasysas.
The final value of Isa'1ais given by
Isr ,'"

b
: jfIsPr'r q(op)

(8)

This equation is based on measurablevalues and its result
canbe comparedtothe ideal estimategivenbyEquation (3).
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Table I
Intemlty Fanges Produced by Current Ultrasound Systoms
TypeofEquipment

Spatial-Average,
Temporal-Average
Intensity on the
Radiating Surface

Spatial-Peak,TemporalAverago Intensity

Spatial-Peat,PulseAverago Intensity

Static Pulse Echo Scannersand M-Mode Equipment

O.4-2OmWlcmz

10-200mWcmz

0.5-280Wcm2

Automatic Sector Scanners (PhasedArays and Wobblers)

2.7-6OmWlcmz

45-200mwcm2*r

25-100Wcm2

0,06-10mWcm2

0.1-12mWcm2

25-100Wcm2

PuleedDoppler, Primarily for CardiacWork

3-32mWcm2

50-290mWcmz

3-14Wcmz

Dopplerlnstruments, Primarily for Obstetric Applications

3-25mWcm2

Spatial Peaklntensity: 9-75mWcm2

38-840mwcm2

Spatial PeakIntensity: 110-2500mwcmz*

Sequenced Linear Arrays

CW Doppler, Primarily for Peripheral Vascular Applications

* Estimate based on the spatial average-temporal average.
rr This value was measured with the scanning mechanism arrssted for M-mode and at the maximum system pulse repetition rate,
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A Scan ConversionAlgorithmfor
DisplayingUltrasoundlmages
by StevenC. Leavitt,Barry F. Hunt,and Hugh G. Larsen
I N THE HP 77o2OA Ultrasound Imaging System, the sigI nals received bv the 64 acoustic transducer elements
processed by the electronic scanner correspond to
I
"nd
the return echoes from an acoustic beam focused in a direction that changes with time in a predetermined manner.
The digital scan converter in this system processes this
information to present a visual image of the acoustically
scanned region. This converter uses a novel two-dimensional interpolation algorithm in a process referred to as
R-Theta reconstruction. Using this technique, the acoustic
image is reproduced from the echo values in an essentially
error-free manner.
Review of Acoustic Data Processing
After the 64 individual signals received by the transducer
array are appropriately phased, delayed, and summed, the
result is a single waveform consisting of bursts of sinusoidal
activity. This activity is a fairly broadband set of pulses at
frequencies near the transducer's resonant frequency, Spatially, this waveform corresponds to the echoes along a
narrow line directed radially outward from the center of
the transducer's face. A total of 1.21 such acoustic rays are
used to form a 90o sector image (Fig. 1). The waveform for
each ray is routed to a full-wave rectifier, a peak detector,
and a low-pass filter to extract the modulation envelope.
The envelope is sampled, first at 15 MHz, and then at a
slower rate dependent on the selected scan depth. This
allows the use of a fixed number (396) of sample points
'1,6,
per ray to represent different scan depths of 4, B, 1,2,
20, and 24 cm. The array of 727x396 five-bit samples is
sent from the 77O2OA'sscanner to the digital scan converter
for image formatting.
Hence, the data received by the digital scan converter is
the result of a two-dimensional sampling process. Not only
is the data sampled radially, it is sampled laterally in the
angular or azimuth dimension. All of the concepts relevant
to the Shannon sampling theorem associated with a timebased waveform (the radial sampling) apply equally well
to spatial sampling.The implication is that, given samples
from a two-dimensional sampling process, and if the sampling frequencies are sufficiently high, then in principle,
the image may be reconstructed without error from these
samples.
If the azimuth sampling is viewed as a spoke density,
then in this case, the spokes or acoustic rays are 0.75" apart.
Small spatial events that consist primarily of high spatial
frequencies relative to the spoke density will be missed.
Furthermore, since the acoustic field is viewed through a
finite window (the transducer) there is a resolution limit
related to the transducer aperture and the acoustic
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wavelength. For this reason, it makes no sense to increase
the spoke density if the aperture-related resolution does
not justify it.
Scan Conversion Methods
Digital scan conversion is a relatively recent innovation
in ultrasound imaging. Earlier systems used direct analog
converters to modulate the intensity of an X-Y display.
There are problems with this technique that outweigh its
simplicity. First, a completely analog conversion results in
a picture that looks like spokes of a wheel with an image
superimposed on it. By today's standards, this is unacceptable image quality. Also, because storage of the data in a
digital memory allows high-quality freeze-frame display
and the ability to manipulate the image using various grayIevel mapping curves and digital enhancements, analog
conversion is no longer a viable option for medical ultrasound imaging.
Many digital scan conversion methods have been describedt that map polar coordinate data to a rectangular
format, but most of these suffer digital artifacts caused by
the scan conversion process. To review some of these
methods, the term scan conversion is used here to refer to
the spatial transformation process by which data that naturally occurs in a polar coordinate system is mapped into a rectangular memory or grid. The problem is that the precise loca-

396 Daia Samples
Along Each Line

Sector Display

Fig. 1. fhe display of a 90" acoustic sector scan rs accomplishedby mapping the 121scan lines,each containing
396 data samp/es, onto the HP 770204 Ultrasound lmaging
System's 640x 480-pixel display memory as shown. A magnified view of the encircled area is shown in Fiq. 3 to illustrate
the mapping problem.

tion of each sample point in space does not, in general,
correspond to an allowable display point. Therefore,the
data must be adjusted or scan converted before it can be
written to the display memory.
The typical digital scan converter maps the scanner data
to the nearestdisplay memory location, that is, the polar
coordinates are converted to rectangular coordinates,
which in turn are quantized to the nearest pixel (display
point). Each ray or scan line maps to the memory grid in
a somewhat irregular fashion. For example, portions of the
data from neighboring lines can overwrite each other. The
resulting image appearsas a seriesof straight line segments.
This basically incorrect process,where the data is pushed
and pulled into alignment with the memory grid, results
in an annoying artifact called a Moir6 pattern, which is a
well-defined pattern of holes in the image corresponding
to the unaddressed pixels (Fig. 2a). This pattern is often
reduced by creating interpolated scan lines between the
actual scan lines and converting these in an identical manner. However, the overwriting problem then becomesmore
severe. Another method fills the holes by horizontally
smearing immediately adjacent data into each hole to complete the scan conversion (Fig. 2b), but this introduces
other artifacts. Hence. most of the current scan conversion
methods create an image with a "steppy and blocky"
appearance.
R-Theta Scan Gonversion
The 77O2OA'sR-Theta scan conversion method uses a
real-time reconstruction technique. The intensity values
for all pixels that lie between two adjacent scan lines are
interpolated using Equations (1), (2), and (3).
Zs:Zq^1(7 -R6sj*Zn.*r)Ren*

Zs6:2,661(1, - RERrJ+ Zo(n+ r;Rnnn

Z:2s6[;

- oand+Znrftnn

(1)

(2)

(3)

These equations result from the evaluation of the
generalized interpolation formula

uF,Q:Z p s1.-;4.,o-klo)z(ilr,kAo)

(4)

where the interpolation function S(r,9) takes on the specific form of a two-dimensional triangular function.
Z(jM,kAO) corresponds to an actual sample value and
Z{t,O) is an interpolatedvalue at the pixel site. Equations
(1), (2), and (S) are best explained by referring to Fig. 3.
2e1.1and 211a1
are equivalent samples (in a radial sense)
on two adjacentscan lines with Zn,1representingthe sample on the line with a shallower angle from the normal to
the transducer.
Equation (1) radially interpolates a new value Zs between the inner and outer samplepoints on the inner radial
line based on the radial position of the selected display
point (Z in Fig. 3). Equation (2) performsthe sameinterpolation on the outer radial line (Zse). Equation (3) linearly

(c)

Flg.2. Comparisonof displays resultingfrom (a) a commonly
used scan conversionalgorithm,(b) horizontalf ill-inenhancementsto the process used for (a), and (c) the R-Thetaconversion algorithm used in the 770204. The left half shows half
of a concentric ring image and the right half shows halt of a
radial spoke image. Notethe Moird paftern presentin (a) and
the stepped lines in (b).
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Outer Scan Line
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Flg.3. Enlargedviewof a portionof one sliceof the sectot.
Ihe dots representdata samplesreceivedfromthe scanner
andthecrcssesreprcsentthedisplaypixelsthedatasamples
are to be mappedto. Seetextfor additionalexplanation.
interpolates Zo and Zas in the azimuth (O) dimension in
a similar manner to assign the proper value to the display
point at Z. The 77O2OA'sdigital scan converter uses this
interpolation algorithm to assignvalues to all ofthe display
points bounded by two successivescan lines. The process
is repeated for all scan lines in the displayed sector.
Hardware Design
The block diagram in Fig. 4 details the circuitry involved
in implementing the R-Theta scan conversion.
Input Buffers and Multiplexers. Since each radial scanline
is received from the 77O2OA'Iscanner in an asynchronous
fashion, the sync/latch function is nothing more than a
digital resynchronization. Each data or header word is accompanied by a strobe which indicates when that word is
valid. The word rate, and hence the strobefrequency, varies
with imaging depth, but never exceeds3.8 MHz. The strobe
is sampled at72MHz, and when found true, the remaining
eleven data lines are latched and then interpreted.
One of the lines, the format bit, indicates whether the
word is a header (line number information) or a data word.
If it is a header word, a new scan line is imminent. Thus,
the digital scan converter must be finished with the line
it was processing. Also, the remaining bits of the header
word indicating the line number (angle of the scan) must
be placed into the 3-header FIFO (first in, first out) buffer
for future use. In addition to indicating the start of a new
line, the header word indicates the end of the previous
line, and therefore causesthe rotating 3-line data buffer to
rotate, putting the currently filling buffer into read mode
and preparing the buffer with the "oldest" data to receive
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data. Receiving a header word causesa line number to pop
out of the 3-headerFIFO buffer. This line is processednext
by the digital scan converter. The R-Theta error calculators
are reset to zero and the X and Y address counters are
preset to a processor-selectable"origin." Finally, the X-Y
raster state machine is reset to the apex of the scan slice
and the new line number from the 3-headerFIFO buffer is
passed to the R-Theta error calculator and the X-Y raster
state machine, which need angular information to perform
their functions.
The rotating 3-line data and 3-headerFIFO buffers work
in concert so that, as a new line number is emerging from
the FIFO, the data for that scan line is also emerging from
the rotating buffers. These provide the three levels of delay
necessaryto interpolate between two scan lines, because
the header word cannot be processedimmediately when
it is received, but rather must be delayed for two line
periods while the data is gathered. The 3:1 multiplexers
are used to select the inner and outer lines for input to the
8-stageshift registers.
The dual B-stageshifters are essentially a cache memory,
retaining the last eight data samples from each of the two
lines for which the slice is being interpolated. These
bidirectional shift registersallow sequential recall of previous data samples. The first two stagesof each shifter provide the inner sample (closestradially to the sector origin)
and the outer sample (more distant) for each of the lines.
Thus, the outputs of the shifters are the four sample values
that surround the display pixel for which an interpolated
value is sought. As the slice rastering progressesfrom pixel
to pixel, two signals causethe shifters either to receive the
next sample from the buffers (INCR)or to back up to retrieve
a previously used sample (DECR).Of course, the buffers
must also back up when DECRis true or advance when
INCR occurs. It may not be obvious why it is necessary
sometimes to retrieve old data samples. Referring to Fig.
3, which representsa slice near the 45'line on the left side
of the sector, it can be seen that as the raster path traverses
from pixel A to pixel B, and then to C, an integral radial
boundary (represented by the arc from 2,9,61to Zr(,y) is
crossed. Hence, the four samples surrounding pixel C are
not the same as those surrounding pixels A and B. The
same situation holds true for the right side of the sector
and for all scan lines with steep angles.
To handle this situation, each time an integral radial
boundary is crossed,an INCRor DECRis generated,depending on the direction of the crossing. If the raster crossesin
a direction that decreasesthe radius of the slice, for example from pixel B to pixel C in Fig. 3, DECRis true and the
shifters are left shifted, retrieving samples Z4n-s, 24n1,
Zo(n-rj, and Ze1rl to provide the new correct corner values.
SamplesZ\n*.; and Z61r*ry are purged from the shifters
by being shifted out the left end into a bit bucket. However,
the rotating buffers have also backed up so that 211.-111and
Zo(n*r) are now present on their outputs.
When the raster scan passesfrom pixel C to pixel D, the
radial boundary is crossed in the other direction, yielding
an INCR. The shifters shift right, dropping Zn.-r) and
Zon-r) out the right end, and the rotating buffers now
make Z11o+zy
and.Zs6*"l availableat their outputs. Out of
the first two shifter stagesnow come 211.*11
,Zyo.y,266*1y

sranrlp

X-Y Rtaler thle

-

llschlns

Header
and
Data
from
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Y Origin

Sector Data
tnlerpolaton Pipellf|e

Fig.4. Block diagram of the R-Theta scan conversion system

and Ze1n1,which represent the four samples surrounding
pixel D (as well as pixels A and B earlier).
X-Y Raster State Machine. The interpolation starts with a
Iarge state machine programmed to scan from the apex of
the slice down to the slice's outer radial limit in a predetermined way. Each slice has a unique traversalpath selected
to minimize addressingpixels not lying in the currently
addressedslice and to simplify encoding. EPROMsstore
the encodedtraversalpaths and the paths used for the left
half of the sector are reflected by symmetry into its right
half.
By using an extremely simple encoding algorithm, each
EPROMcan storeeight slice traversalpaths.With the slice
traversalalwaysbeginning at the apex,a logic one indicates
a drop in the Y direction and a logic zero indicates movement in either X direction. Note that only Y increments
are used; X addressingis made bidirectional by using an
additional flag bit XDIR,which togglesevery time a movement in Y is made. The XDIRflag is set to one at the apex
to indicate that the next X movement is outward to the
outer scan line. This holds true for slices on both sides of
the sector becauseof the definitions used for inner and
outer scan lines.
A STARTLNsignal generatedby a header word from the
scanner initializes the state addresscounter. The output
of this counter and the line number form the address for
the EPROMs. The traversal bytes are read by the state addresscounter indexing through the 256-byteaddressspace

for that particular line number. The three least-significant
bits of the state address counter serialize the byte data to
form the YINC signal. Asserting YINC causes the memory
address control to increment the Y addresscounter with a
YCNT signal. Deasserting YINC generatesan XCNT signal,
which is coupled with XDIRto form XLIP/DN,which increments or decrementsthe X addresscounter.
The X and Y address counters are loaded after every
STARTLNsignal with the sector origin as specified by the
microprocessor.This positions the sector data within the
digital scan converter's640 x 480 memory spacesince all
pixel movements dictated by the state memory are relative
to the apex. Although this accountsfor how the address
counters sequence in a raster-like manner down through
each slice, the interpolation pipeline still must be told in
some manner which samplesare to be used for interpolating and what the interpolation weights are.
The error weightings R6ppand 65nn are necessaryto use
interpolation equations (1), (2), and (3). Since the radius
and angle of each sample is known from its header word
and sample number, the straightforward approach is to
calculate the polar coordinates of each pixel site within
the sector.Then, with a little comparisoncircuitry between
the pixel polar coordinatesand the sample polar coordinates, the values for R6p1 and g6p1 could be calculated.
Using the apex as the reference point for the rectangular
coordinates,the equations that must be solved for every
pixel addressedby the state memory are
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Re:VxFE
ep:tan-1(xp/Yp)

(b)
(6)

R-Theta Error Calculator. Becausea new pixel is addressed
every 160 ns, simplifications were implemented in
hardware to calculate pixel polar coordinates Rn and Oo.
These calculations are performed by the R-Theta error calculator. The inputs are the line number, YINC, and XDIR.
The outputs are R6s1, OERR,vAL, INCR, and DECR.RERn
and ftpp are fed to the interpolation pipeline for calculating the interpolated data value. They represent the radial
and angular distances between the currently addressed
pixel and the innermost sample on the outer scan line.
They are shown in Fig. 3 where 2.661is the reference.VAL
is used to qualify the pixel asbeing within the slice bounds,
that is, its radius and angle information satisfy the currently
addressedslice.
Interpolation Pipeline. Once RSRR
and Osasare determined
and the four values, 211o.1,211na11,261.;,
and 261o*11,are
also available, the interpolation takes place. The interpolation pipeline, although requiring significant hardware, is
a very straightforward process.The four corner values are

radially interpolated to yield two intermediate values, Zo
and Zae, accordingto Equations(1) and (2). Then the final
value Z corresponding to the gray level assigned to the
associateddisplay pixel is determined by Equation (3).
The final step is to write Z to the correct address in the
display memory. This operation is regulated by VAL, which
as explained earlier, is true only when the pixel is within
the slice. If the pixel is not in the slice, but was in the slice
traversal path, VAL is false, disallowing the final write to
the display memory.
The scan conversionsystem'spipelined architectureinterpolatesa new pixel every clock cycle (160ns). A typical
slice is composedof 1026 pixels, and a g0'sector contains
about 123,000 pixels. Each of these is interpolated once
every video frame (16.7ms). Fig. 2 illustratesthe improvement in image quality gained by using the R-Theta algorithm.
Reference
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UltrasoundlmageQuality
by RichardA. Snyderand RichardJ. Conrad
I VaCn QUALITY is a measure of the diagnostic utility
I of an ultrasound image to a physician. Generally the
I physician uses ultrasound to examine the internal organs of a patient noninvasively. Hence, the ultrasound
image must be an accurate representation of structures in
the body.
The human body is an ultrasonic medium that is far from
ideal in its ability to propagate an undistorted ultrasound
wave, because the body attenuates, scatters, and refracts
the ultrasound wavefront. The factors influencing the quality of the ultrasound image include resolution, depth of
penetration, and tissue representation.
Resolution
The resolution of the ultrasound image is a measure of
its ability to separateclosely spacedindividual structures.
Referring to Fig. 1, the resolution for a phased-arraysector
scanner is divided into three distinct areas:the resolution
in the direction of the scan angle, or azimuth resolution,
the resolution in the direction perpendicular to the plane
of the scan. or elevation resolution, and the resolution in
the direction of pulse propagation,or range resolution.
The sector image is formed by transmitting an ultrasound
pulse of a particular center frequency in one direction into
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the body and receiving and processing its echoes.The direction of propagation defines the position of one scan line
of the image while the arrival times of the echoesdetermine
where along that line the echo sourceslie. This transmiUreceive process is repeated in different directions until the
entire plane of the sector has been scanned.
The intensity distribution in space of the transmitted
pulse as it propagatesis known as the transmit beam pattern. The sensitivity distribution in space of the receiver
is known as the receive beam pattern. The total round-trip
azimuth resolution and elevation resolution are each determined by the product of these two beam patterns. The
distinction between elevation and azimuth resolution is
necessarybecausethe aperture of the acoustic transducer
is rectangular, with one dimension falling along the elevation direction and the other along the azimuth direction.
These dimensions are not necessarily equal in length, so
the round-trip beam patterns in the azimuth and elevation
directions may be different. Each beam pattern is a function
of the aperture size, the wavelength of the ultrasound pulse,
and the focal distance of the acoustic lens. Because the
aperture size is typically only 32 times the wavelength, or
less, diffraction effectsplay a significant role in the analysis
of the beam pattern. The first-order diffraction effect causes

Fig. 1. An ultrasound
imagefor a 9ff secforis obtainedby
scanninga beamof ultrasoundpulsesin anazimuthdirection,
The beam'sazimuth,elevation,and radial resolutions
are
functionsof manyfactorsas dlscussedin the text.
the beam to diverge in the transducer's far field. The far
field region begins at a distance Z:W2l), for a rectangular
aperture, where W is the aperture size and )r is the
wavelength. In the near field, the beamwidth may be reduced by focusing with a lens or focusing by controlling
the phase of each element in the phased array. The beamwidth at the focal point may be reduced and the near field
extended by increasing the aperture. The price of this improvement in resolution at the focal point is that the beamwidth before or beyond the focal point increases rapidly
with aperture causing a shorter depth of field. In fact, although beamwidth at the focal point decreaseslinearly
with aperture size, depth of field decreaseswith the square
of the aperture size. This same loss in depth of field is
experienced when the focal point is brought closer to the
aperture. This situation forces a compromise between resolution at the focal point and depth of field whenever a
fixed focus is used. Fig. 2 illustrates the approximate transmit beam patterns from transducerswith apertures of equal
size, but with four different focal points. Although the
minimum width of each beam pattern does decreaseas the
focal point is moved toward the transducer, the beamwidth
diverges more rapidly away from the focal point.
For the phased-arrayscanner, the transmit focal point in
the azimuth direction is controlled by the delay applied
to each element of the array when the pulse is transmitted.
This focal point is fixed at a depth that provides the best
compromise between depth of field and focal point beamwidth for each type of transducer. The transmit focal point
in the elevation direction is controlled by a fixed-focus
cylindrical acoustic lens. The lens is oriented such that it
does not affect the azimuth focus. Hence, the elevation and
azimuth focal points can be chosen to be different.

Like the transmit focal point, the receive focal point in
the azimuth direction is controlled by the delay given to
each element of the phased array. A basic difference is that
because the echoes from increasing depths are received
over a period of increasing time, the receive focal point
can be controlled to track the depth from which the echoes
are returning dynamically. This dynamic focusing eliminates the depth of field problem associated with a fixed
focus.
The effect of dynamic focusing on image quality can be
seenby comparing two imagesof a test target or "phantom"
(Fig. 3). This phantom contains a series of nylon wires and
cystic regions imbedded in a tissue-mimicking medium.
The size of the wire images and the clarity of the round
cysts provide a measure of azimuth resolution. In the first
image the dynamic focusing is disabled and the receive
focal point is fixed at I cm (Fig. 3a). In the second image
the dynamic focusing is enabled, providing optimum beam
width along all the scan lines (Fig. 3b).
The effect of elevation resolution on image quality is not
as directly apparent as the effect of azimuth resolution.
Elevation resolution determines the thickness of the sector
image plane. All echoes within this plane are mapped together into the two-dimensional image.Athickimage plane
results in the obscuring of some small details. The image
may still look sharp, but some information is lost. Consider
an image of a small vessel in the body parallel to the plane
of the scan. The cross section of the vessel should appear
as a narrow black void becausethe blood within the vessel
returns no echoes. If the image plane is thicker than the
diameter of the vessel, then the echoes from tissue above
and below the vessel are mapped into the image of the
vessel, obscuring it. This effect can be seen in two images
of a tissue-mimicking phantom containing cylindrical regions representing horizontal blood vessels (Fig. a). The
images were made with two transducers having different
elevation focal points.
Becausethere is no overall best choice of elevation focal
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Flg. 3. Effect of dynamic focusing
on image quality. (a) lmage using
a transducer with a fixed receive
focus at 8 cn. (b) lmage using a
transducer dynamically focused
during reception of echoes

point, several transducers with different elevation focal
points are available for the W 77O2OAUltrasound Imaging
System (Table I). Thus, users can select the transducer
frequency and focal point most appropriate for their particular imaging application.
Table I
Transducers for HP 77O2OAUltrasound Imaging System
Transducer
Model

Center
Frequency

Elevation Focal
Point

21.200/.
21.2054
27206l^
272704
21.2't7A

2.5MHz
3.5MHz
3.5MHz
5.0MHz
5.0MHz

1 2 . 0c m
7 . 5c m
4.0cm
6.0cm
3.5cm

Range or axial resolution is a measure of the ability to
resolve individual closely spacedtargetsalong the acoustic
beam axis. Axial resolution in a pulsed echo system is
determined by system bandwidth and center frequency.
Transducers typically have a constant percentage bandwidth, and thus the higher the center frequency of the
transducer, the wider the bandwidth and the better the
range resolution. The bandwidth of the transducer is not
the only consideration. The receiver bandwidth also affects
resolution since the time responseof the receiver filter can
minimizes
broaden the returning echo pulses. The 77O2OA'
receiver pulse broadening by using a high-frequency IF
stageand optimizing filters for each transducer center frequency.

Sidelobe Levels
Another very important aspect of image quality is the
effect of sidelobes and grating lobes. Sidelobe and grating
lobe artifacts have plagued phased-array systems in the
past. Sidelobesappear in an imageas lateral streaksemanating from very bright targets.The two images in Fig. 5 illustrate the effect of sidelobeson image quality. The first image
was made with sidelobesat a -40 dB level (Fig. 5a). The
second image was made with sidelobes at a - 60 dB level
(Fig. 5b). The effect of the higher sidelobe level is the lateral
smearingseenin the first image.Also, the dark blood vessels become filled with "clutter" causedby the higher Sidelobes.
The 77O2OAsuppressesthe clutter level causedby highorder sidelobes by more than 60 dB and eliminates the
grating lobe by setting the transducer element-to-element
spacing to a half wavelength.
Depth of Penetration
One fundamental problem in ultrasound imaging is that
soft tissue attenuatesultrasound roughly linearly with fre:
quency. The human liver, for example, attenuates ultrasound by about 0.5 dBilvlHzlcm.Thus, a 2.5-MHz pulse
propagating round-trip through 40 cm of liver tissue is
attenuatedby 50 dB and a 5.0-MHz pulse is attenuatedby
100 dB. For this reason,deep imaging is usually done with
lower-frequency transducers and shallow imaging is done
with higher-frequency transducers to take advantage of
their superior image quality. It will be shown later that a
higher acoustic frequency does more for the image than
just provide better range resolution.
Frequency-dependent attenuation has an adverse effect
on the spectrum of the transmitted pulse. Because high

Flg.4. Effect of ttansducer's elevationfocal pointon image quality.
(a) lmage with an elevation focal
point at 8 cm. (b) lmage with an
elevation focal point at 4 cm.
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Fig. 5. Etfect of transducer
sidelobe level on image quality.
(a) lmage with sidelobe level at
- 40 dB. Notethe lateralsmearing.
(b) lmage with sidelobe level at
-60 dB.

frequencies are attenuated more than low frequencies, the
center frequency of the transmitted spectrum is shifted
down as the pulse propagates.Fig. 6 illustrates the shift in
center frequency of a pulse spectrum at various depths.
This shift in center frequency degradesthe azimuth resolution becausethe wavelength of the pulse increaseswhile
the aperture size remains fixed. The effect of this spectral
shift on image quality is controlled to some extent by the
choice of receiver bandwidth. A wide bandwidth allows
imaging at greater depths in the body, but with degraded
resolution. A narrow bandwidth improves both azimuth
and elevation resolution and focusing at the expense of
axial resolution.
The 77O2OAuses a compromise between these two extremes for sector imaging, and uses a wider bandwidth for
M-mode where axial resolution is more important. The
ability to optimize filtering for each transducer and mode
of operation is an importantfeature of the 77020A System.
Tissue Representation
The ability of an ultrasound imaging system to represent
the range of echo amplitudes as different gray levels in the
image is another measure of image quality. This representation affects how the separatetissues of the body are seen

in the image. Echoesfrom within the body occur when the
propagating ultrasound pulse encounters a change in the
characteristic impedance of the body tissues. The characteristic impedance Z is defined as Z:Fv, where p is the
density of the medium of propagation and v is the velocity
of propagation. When the impedance change occurs over
a boundary greater than a few wavelengths in extent, such
as the boundary between a blood vessel wall and blood or
organ tissue, a specular or mirror-like reflection occurs.
The intensity I of echoes from these specular reflectors
depends upon the reflection coefficient and is given for a
boundary that is perpendicular to the direction of propagation by I : I"(Z2- Zil (Zz+ Zr), where I" is the incident pulse
intensigr, arrdZ, and Z" are the two impedances. Specular
echoes are frequency-independent and propagate in a direction that depends upon the orientation of the boundary
with respect to the pulse's propagation direction.
Generally the impedance differences between the soft
tissues of the body are small enough so that only a small
portion of the incident pulse is reflected back to the receiver
and the major portion of the pulse continues on to greater
depths. However, there are cases where the impedance
differences are greatand most of the pulse is reflected back.
When this occurs, a shadow appears in the image behind
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Fig. 7. Scatterintensityversusfrequencyfor twoscatterers
of differentsize. The difference14-13betweenthe scatter
lntensitesat frequencyf" is greaterthanthedifference12-l1
betvveenthe scatterintensitiesat frequencyf t. Thisresult
providesgreatercontrastbetweenregionsof tlssuethatare
structurallydifferenton a scale much smaller than the
of the ultrasoundpulse.
wavelength
the impedance boundary. This effect can be most useful
in applications where large impedance changesare abnormal, such as a calcification or gallstonein the gall bladder.
The strong shadow behind a gallstone is often taken as
evidenceconfirming its presence.
When the region of an impedance change extends over
less than one wavelength, part of the incident pulse is
scatteredin all directions according to Rayleigh scattering.
The intensity of the scattered pulse is proportional to the
product of the fourth power of the frequency of the pulse
and the sixth power of the radius of the region of the impedancechange.All softtissuesproducescatterechoesbecause
of their cellular structure and small internal structural details. Some of the scatter propagatesback to the receiver
and is known as backscatter. When propagating through
tissue, the transmitted pulse producesa continuous complex of backscatterechoesthat constructively and destructively interfere with one another in a random fashion. The
resulting interference pattern seen in the image is known
as a speckle pattern or simply as texture (seepage 39). The
texture intensity of each organ is different and can be used
to differentiate organs and to indicate abnormal regions
such as tumors within organs.
The ability to show difference in speckle pattern intensities is another measure of image quality. Becauseof the
frequency dependence of the scatter intensity, higher-fre-

quency transducersprovide greaterdifferentiation of tissue
types. This is shown in Fig. 7 where scatter intensity is
plotted against frequency for scatterers of two different
radii. The improved tissue contrast detectability of higher
frequencies can be seen in a series of three images of a
tissue-mimicking phantom containing a region of scatterers
made using three different frequencies (Fig. 8). Notice the
increasein detectability of the round 20-g,mregions with
an increase in frequency.
Bandwidth also affectsthe appearanceof the texture pattern. Since texture is causedby the addition and cancellation of randomly received echoes, a narrow bandwidth
provides more coherence and produces a coarser texture
than a wide bandwidth. The higher the frequency, the finer
the texture, and the more filled-in or smoother the image
looks, making it easier to identify boundaries between different types of tissuesor small vessels.
Once the received echoes are optimally filtered, they
must be detected without time-response degradation and
presented as gray levels on a CRT display. The different
types of echoes from the body cover a dynamic range on
the order of a0 to 50 dB. That is, the weakest echoescan
be 40 to 50 dB below the strongestechoesfrom areasof
equal depth. Becausethe dynamic range of images judged
to be most pleasing to the eye is about 25 dB, a form of
nonlinear processingis used to compressthe rangeof intensities displayed in the image. This process is important to
the quality of the image. Subtly different textures must be
discernible while large specular echoesmust not be too
distracting.
Two different methods for controlling the processing of
echo amplitudes into image intensities are provided in the
HP 77O2OAUltrasound Imaging System's scanner. One
method controls the blending of the logarithmic and linear
versions of the echo amplitude before digitization and storage in memory. This variable blending allows the user to
control the amount of echo dynamic range displayed in
the image. For example, in abdominal imaging where soft
tissue is to be displayed with highJevel specular echoes
from organ boundaries and bright gas-tissueinterfaces,the
blend is set to be mostly logarithmic. The other method
digitally controls the assignment to gray levels of the digitized echo amplitudes stored in memory. By using postprocessingin serieswith logarithmic compression,the user
can fine-tune the image presentation to provide the best
differentiation between the tissue types studied.

surroundedby 7-ym diameter
Flg. 8. /magesmadeof a regionof 20-pn diameterscatterers
(a)2.5-MHz,(b)3.5-MHz,
and(c)5.0-MHztransducers.
scatlerersusrngtheTTO20ASystem's
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Coherent Speckle in Ultrasound Images
by Paul A. Magnin
Speckle is the term used to describe the mottlingfound in
ultrasoundimages. Speckle noise tends to manifestitself as a
relativelyhigh-contrast,high-spatial-frequency
mask superimposed on the desired ultrasoundimage. Such noise tends to
make subtle difterencesin the gray levels of differenttissues
imperceptibleand reducesthe apparentresolutionof the image
significantlybelow the diffractionlimit.
The speckle phenomenonis inherentin all coherentimaging
modalities. Coherent illuminationhas the property that the
phasorsat all points in the field of illumination
vary in unison.
Whileany two pointsin the {ieldof illuminationmay havedifferent
relativephases,the phasesof thosepointschangein an identical
manner.The most commonlyseen speckle is in laser images.
In this case the obiect illuminatedwith laserlight has some surface roughnesswhich is large compared to the wavelengthof
the laserlight.The light returningto the eye of the observerfrom
a particularspot on the obiect's surface is the complex sum of
the light returningfrom each intinitesimalsurfaceof the tiny resolutionarea. As long as the observer remainsfixed relativeto
the object, the speckle pattern is stationary.lf the observer
moves,however,the speckle patternchanges.This motion results in the scintillationthe observersees.
The reasonspeckle patternsare not observedin ordinarylight
is a resultof the coherencetime of the light.Sunlightand common
artificiallight are coherent,but only on certaintime scales.That
is to say, the relativephasesof the illuminationat any two points
can vary in unison,but only for a very short time referredto as
the coherence interval.lf one could make a photographusing
ordinarysunlightin a singlecoherenceinterval,a specklepattern
would be observed. The human eye, hovrever,averages the
swirlingspecklepatternto producean apparentlysmoothimage.
Ultrasoundspeckleis causedby the constructiveand destructive interferenceot the backscatteredechoes.At any given time
the echoesreturningto the transduceremanatefrom a resolution
volume.The resolutionvolume size is determinedby the transducer dimensions,the ultrasoundpulse bandwidthand center
frequency,and the degree of focus at the positionof interest.
The numberof scatteringsiteswithina resolutionvolumeis typically very large. These scatteringsites are normallyindividual
tissue cells, tissue fibers, and collagenousconnectivetissue.
Each scattering-sitein this volume produces an echo that can
be thoughtof as a phasorwhich,when added to the echo phasor
from all of the other scatteringsites, produces the aggregate
echo from that resolutionvolume. Although the echo from an
individualscatteringsite is too small to be detected at the trequencies typically used for medical imaging, the aggregrate
echo from a collectionof scatteringsitescan be detected.lf one
assumesthere are a large numberof scatteringsites in the resolutionvolumeand that the positionsof these scatteringsitesare
randomlydistributedwith a uniformprobabilitydensityfunction,
then the amplitudeand phase of the aggregrateecho from the
resolutionvolume are random variables.The amplitudeof the
aggregateecho will be distributedaccordingto a Rayleighprobabilitydensityfunctionand the phase of the echo will be distributed according to a uniformprobabilitydensityfunction.
As the ultrasoundpulse movesthroughthe tissue,the number
and orientationof the scatteringsiteschange,therebychanging
the valueofthe complexvectorsum of the backscatteredechoes.
The manifestationof this changing vector sum is the "salt and

Fig. 1. Srmp/eimage (a) and compounded-frequencyimage
(b) ot a tissue-mimicking phantom made on a research
phased-arrcyscanner.
pepper" appearanceof ultrasoundimages.The random nature
of the echo amplitude from tissue makes tissue identification
from some form of echo signaturevery difficult.One cannotassume that a certaintissuewill exhibita characteristicecho. lnstead, some form of spatialaveragingand statisticalanalysisor
speckle reductionappearsto be necessarybeforetissuesignature analysiscan be done.
A second vehicle responsiblefor the mottled appearanceof
ultrasoundimages is the presenceof inhomogeneousmaterial
which acts as an aberratinglens and resultsin some degree of
phasecancellation.This effectcan be thoughtof as being analogous to looking through a translucentshower curtain. lf one
makes an image of a single point scatterer through an inhomogeneousmedium, the phases of the echoes returningto
each elementof the transducerare disturbedfrom the soherical
phase front one would otherwiseexpect. The resultingiocused
and detected echo has a randomlydistributedamplitude.
One problem in medical imaging is that some clinicianshave
a tendencyto associatethe specklepatternwiththetissuepathol-
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ogy. Althoughthe speckle is a resultof scatteringin the tissue,
the pattern itself is also a function of the imaging system. For
example,the size of the "speckles" is relatedto the size of the
resolutionvolume.The resolutionvolumein turn is relatedto the
transducer'saperturesize, pulse frequencyand bandwidth,the
apodization,and the natureof the subsequentsignalprocessing.
It is hard to imaginethat any such pattern,which is so easily
altered by imaging systemparameters,could be considereda
functionof the tissuealone.Opticaltextureis commonlythought
of as a surfacevariationwith largespatialdimensionscompared
to the resolutionof the imagingsystem.Similarly,if an analogous
ultrasoundtextureis to be examined,it is necessaryto minimize
the efiects of speckle and to look at surface variations that are
largerthan the resolutionvolumeof the imagingsystem.
Two common approachesexist for reducing the amount of
speckle artifact present in coherent images.The first involves
spatiallylow-passfilteringthe image,whichsmoothesthe mottled
appearanceof the image.However,since the averagespeckle
size is roughlyequalto the resolutionof the imagingsystem,the
filteringalso necessarilydegrades the resolutionof the system.
For most applicationsthis is consideredtoo high a price to pay.
The second approach involvesvaryingcertain imaging system
parameters,which result in movementof the speckle pattern,
and averaging the differentspeckled images. Any parameter
that alters the sum of the echoes returningfrom the tissuewill
alter the speckle pattern.Phasedarrays have an advantage over
mechanicallysteered imaging systems in that the echoes received by the elementsof the array are summed to form the
image. Differentamplitudeweightingson the channelsmaking
up the array change the beam characteristicsand alter the
speckle pattern.One could also make images using different
frequencies,loci, bandwidths,compression,or any combination
of these parameters. lf the different imaging conditions selected
produce independentor uncorrelatedspeckle patterns,upon
summationthe resultantcompositeimage will exhibita speckle
contrast reductionof 1/VN where N is the number of images
used to form the composite.Since fixed, resolvablestructures
remainin the samepositionfor eachof the N images,theirvisibility
relativeto the speckle noise increasesand no degradationof
the system resolutionoccurs. Such images could be obtained
in either a serial or a parallellashion.The disadvantageof the
is the bluning of rapidlymovingstructures
serialimplementation
such as heart valves.A parallelimplementationeliminatesblurring but requiresincreasedsystemcomplexityand cost.
One imagingsystemparameterwhich has been variedtor the
purpose of reducing speckle is the excitationburst center frequency.l In this scheme,reterredto as frequencycompounding,
the transduceris excitedwith a gated sinusoid.Eachsuccessive
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freburstexcitation
frameis madeusinga differentsinusoidal
quency.This is repeatedfor N differentexcitationfrequencies
and the N videotramesaresummedor averagedvisuallyby the
decreasesin the speckleartifact
eyeof theobserver.Significant
can be obtainedusingthisscheme.Fig.1 showstwo imagesof
phantommadeon a researchscanner.Fig.
a tissue-mimicking
phased-array
imageshowinga largecyst
1a is a conventional
in thecenterand a smaller,barelyvisiblecystbelowandto the
image
rightof thelargecyst.Fig.1b isa freguency
compounded
frequencies.
The speckle
made usingfive ditferentexcitation
reduced,leavingthe cystbordersmore
contrastis significantly
Furthermore,
the smallcyst is moreclearly
clearlydelineated.
in the specklecontrastusingsimilar
seen.Furtherreductions
in tissue
techniquesare necessaryif moresubtledifferences
textureand character
areto be determined.
Tissue Charac'terizatlon
imagingis
of ultrasound
advantage
diagnostic
Onepotential
tissue.
normalandpathological
between
itsabilityto differentiate
pathologicaltissueexhibitsa differenttexturefrom
Presumably
in discerning
subtle
normaltissue.Althoughonemajordifficulty
speckleartifact,
intissuetextureisthesuperimposed
differences
it is possiblethatthespecklepatternitselfmayproveto be useful
Onecouldimaginecaseswheretissuefibersare
diagnostically.
fromsucha tissue
fashion.
Speckle
insomesystematic
organized
sensitivity.
matrixwouldhavea regularpatternandan orientation
strucfoundin crystalline
to Braggdiffraction
Thisis analogous
tures.However,to date,such tissueregularityhas not been
demonstrated.
indicators
of tissuecharacterhas
Oneof the mostpromising
versusfrequency.2
coefficient
beenthe slopeof theattenuation
that increase
Tissuestend to have attenuationcharacteristics
lineadywithlrequency.Recentstudiessuggestthatan infarcted
verdifferentslopeof attenuation
hasa significantly
myocardium
Againit is necessary
susfrequencythana healthymyocardium.
to accountfor or minimizethe effectsol speckle.Tissuecharacwouldprovidea newdimensionof diagterizationby ultrasound
inforstructural
Ratherthansimplyobtaining
nosticinformation.
Ultifor imagingpathology'
hasthepotential
mation,ultrasound
matelyit maybe possibleto determinethe location,severityand
and therebyenhancethe
type of a tumoror cyst noninvasively,
images.
utilityof ultrasound
diagnostic
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